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Preface
When Kortlandt told me that his articles on Armenian would be
collected and edited, I suggested that he should add a systematic
presentation of the historical phonology, so that it would be easy to find
his ideas and to see the coherence. He agreed, on condition that I would
write it. After some consideration I accepted. I always saw his articles in
manuscript before they were published, and often urged him to add a
few words to make them more easily understandable. He almost always
denied to do so, pointing out that everything had been said already in
the text. Of course he was right, but to read it in the way required is
often rather difficult.
The other reason is, of course, that Armenian historical
phonology is not really easy, and that the existing introductions are very
short and by now some twenty years old. For example the laryngeals,
which are now such an important subject, are not treated in them
(simply because at that time it was not yet possible to say much about it).
Personally, I also found that it is often difficult to find things in the
existing introductions. One of my aims, then, was to provide a survey
where everything was discussed in a place where one can easily find it.
That is e.g. the reason why I added a detailed table of contents. I feel that
I have not always succeeded in clearly presenting the issues, simply
because the problems are often so complicated.
I have not earlier published on Armenian, and the only aim of
my writing this introduction is to give a survey containing Kortlandt's
views, whose work has so much contributed to Armenian studies. Only
here and there one may find a remark which is my own. I made grateful
use of the existing introductions, and of Clackson's excellent recent
study, which discusses many problems in a very clear way (though I do
not agree with him on all points).
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notations,

For the sake of the unity of the book, I used
though in some cases I would prefer another one.

Kortlandt's

I could not have written this without the continuous support of
Kortlandt, with whom I discussed many points. Of course, I remain sale
responsible for this presentation. It was a great intellectual adventure to
go into the details of Armenian historical phonology. My presentation
must (also) be seen as a token of my gratitude for Kortlandt's continuing
stimulation and friendship in the years we worked in the University of
Leiden.
Leiden, september 2001
Robert S.P. Beekes
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Armenian
1.1.1 The earliest Armenians
Traditionally the Armenian alphabet was devised in 406/7.
Before that time the history of the country is prehistory, except that it is
mentioned by other peoples. The Armenians call themselves Hay, pI.
Hayk', of which the origin is not known for certain. The etymology by
PIE *potis 'mighty, lord' (d. bay 'word' < *bhH2Hs) seems impossible, as h <
*p was lost before *0. In the Hittite archives a land Hayasa is mentioned,
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which has been assumed to be the source of the name. But in Armenian
the -y- would probably have been lost. The connection with the name of
the people of the Hatti (from which the Hittites got their name) fits
Armenian sound laws (assuming that the H- of Hatti could become H- in
Armenian). The question is whether the Armenians lived in the land of
the Hatti. When they came from the west (and overran the Hittite
Empire), they may well have lived for some time west of the Urartian
territory. This derivation therefore must be seriously considered. The fact
that the name can have developed from Hatti can hardly be a
coincidence. (It may be noted that the name could have -y from -sy-; and
the H- could deriv~ from a p- if not followed by -0-).
We first find the Armenians in the area of the realm of Urartu. So
it seems very probable that the Armenians came into their historical
lands when the realm of Urartu collapsed, between 640 and 625; the
Armenians may themselves have played a part in the end of the Urartian
world. So they could have lived nearby, but we have no means of
knowing at what time they came in this direction. It is possible that they
came to the area around 1200 Be, when the Hittite Empire disappeared.
Nor do we have any historical indication from where they came, from
the East or from the West. On very general grounds - comparison with
what we know to have happened (the arrival of the Hittites and of the
Phrygians) - it is more probable that they came from the West.
Herodotus' statement (7.73) that they were cI>puyrova1tOlK0t ('colonists of
the Phrygians') is not very reliable: such statements by classical authors
are often wrong, and Herodotus based himself on their equipment.
Eudoxos (ap. St. Byz. S.v. ApIlEVta) says that the Armenians 'tfj q>covfj
1toA.~ix
q>puyt1;OUO'lV;
but it is not clear what this exactly means. Still, if the
mention of the Phrygians contains a historical element, it may imply that
the Armenians once lived near (east of) the Phrygians. A confirmation of
their western origin has often been seen in the supposed connection of
Armenian with Greek. However, this connection is now severely
attacked on good grounds. But there are some indications that point to a
connection with Thracian and Albanian - hardly with Phrygian (see
below 1.3.3).
We are told that the Medes (under Kuaxares, 625 - 585) beat the
Armenians. A little later their land became part of the Persian Empire.
The name Armenia, the origin of which also is not exactly known, is first
mentioned in Darius' inscription in Bisutun. While the Akkadian version
still speaks of Ur<lstu and the Elamite version (which is older than the
Persian) has Harmin-, the Old Persian text has Armina. The word for the
people (Arminiya; Elam. Harminuya probably has the Persian suffix
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added; Harminu 'Armenia' only XPh 16) is derived from the name of the
land. It probably is the land where Medes or Elamites first encountered
the Armenians. The inscription mentions an Armenian called Haldita,
which is an Urartian name. His son raises a rebellion against Darius in
Babylon! Another Armenian leads an army of Darius against a rebellion
in Armenia. So at that time the Armenians were well established in the
Persian world.
In the vocabulary Urartian words have been identified. From
Iranian, however, a very large number of borrowings have been pointed
out. This is no surprise, of course, when Armenian was for so long under
the influence of Medes and Persians. The oldest and largest layer,
however, comes from Parthian. Geographically
this is only to be
expected, but it implies that the largest influx dates from after the fall of
the Achaemenid Empire. The question whether the oldest Iranian loans
predate the Armenian loss of final syllables has been much debated: the
question is whether the loanwords have the same stem(vowel) as the
original Iranian words.
From later times date the borrowings from Greek and Syrian,
which are much more limited in number. Olsen (1999, 857 - 967) notes in
the vocabulary of the Bible some 600 Iranian loans against + 125 Greek
and 80 Syrian loans. The number of inherited words, i.e. words with an
Indo-European etymology, is not large; one estimate gives 700 words;
Pokorny has only 437 Armenian words. So there remains a very large
amount of words of unknown origin.
Christianity became the state religion in 301. The alphabet was
designed in 406 by a monk or missionary called Mastoc' (later Mesrop),
who started a Bible translation (from Greek), which was finished in 410.
(It was first printed in 1666, in Amsterdam.) The period until 460 is
considered the Classical language, the language called oskedar, 'the
golden language' (a term coined by the Mekhitharist scholars in the
XVIIth century). 'This language was artificially retained in use until the
XIXth century. One now distinguishes a 'post-Classical' period (VIth and
VIIth century) and a pre-middle Armenian stage (Vlllth - XIth century).
Middle Armenian is the period of the XIIth - XVllth centuries (especially
known from Cilicia), after which one speaks of Modem Armenian,
which occurs in two forms, Eastern and Western Armenian, and in a
number of local dialects.
lhe proof that Armenian was an independent branch of IndoEuropean was provided by Hiibschmann (1877). His etymology of 1883
is not yet replaced in a European language.
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1.1.2Sources
While we have inscriptions since the fifth century, literary texts
are only known from later manuscripts. The oldest manuscript is the
Moscow Gospel from 887 (though this is not the best manuscript). Most
manuscripts date from the end of the XIIth century onwards. They, of
course, contain younger elements and must be used with care.
The oldest texts, which are used to establish the earliest stage of
the language, are first of all the Bible translation; and the 'Against
Heresies' (Etc alandoc) by Eznik of Kolb. Then the 'Life of Mesrop' by
Koriwn, 'The History of Armenia' (Patmufiwn Hayoc) by an author with
the pseudonym Agathangelos, and the 'History of Armenia' by Moses
from Choren. The fragments of old poetry cited by Moses (the 'Songs of
GoHn', Golfan ergk) tell about pre-Christian times but are not archaic
linguistically.
1.1.3Dialects
a) One has wondered if the Classical dialect as we have it shows
elements from different dialects. In fact only one thing seems to point to
this: the word farsamim 'dry' beside faiamim which has exactly the same
meaning. The development of *rs is in all further instances i, and no
other explanation of the other form has been found.
Other variants mostly concern the presence versus absence of h-,
as in (h)arbenal 'be drunk', from the IE root *serbh-. ll1e variation may be
explained through the development of different ablaut grades, full
grades *se/orbh- losing the *s- without trace, while the full grade *sre/obh(and perhaps the zero grade) kept the h-Ionger, before it was lost and the
initial r- got a prothetic vowel (Kortlandt 1983b,11 [= this vol., 41]).
Absence versus presence of h- from a laryngeal is found e.g. in
(h)ayc' 'inspection'. It is proposed that the forms derive from *Hzeis- >
hay- versus *Hzois- > ay-. Now, while it is possible that different dialects
generalized either the h- or its absence in forms of this root, it seems
quite probable that we may find hesitation within a single dialect. These
cases cannot therefore be used as evidence for different dialects in
Classical Armenian.
b) The second question that may be asked is if later material
gives information about the early developments of the language which
cannot be found in the Classical language. That is, is there later material
which does not go back on the Classical language and therefore has
reflexes of an older situation? A clear instance is the fact that some
dialects have nominative forms in -n that go back to the old accusative
(like otn 'foot' in the Classical language) where a dialect does not have
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this -n and vice versa. Thus, beside Class. astl 'star' one dialect has astelna
which continues *H2stel-m. It is clear that this form cannot have been
taken form the Classical dialect; it must have been selected at an earlier
stage (d. Kortlandt 1985c, 19-21 this vol., 63-65]). Note that we are here
concerned with morphology. (Cf. also the word for 'milk' in 8.1.2.)
A quite different fact is that some dialects distinguish between
an (initial) voiced H- and a voiceless one (h-). The voiced H- represents
PIE y-. The assumption is that the Classical language also had this
development at an earlier stage, but here the H- was lost. This insight
helps clarify details of the Classical language, see 7.2.1d.
The most important contribution from later dialects is the
observation that some sounds are glottalized, and the conclusion that
this phenomenon is inherited from Proto-Indo-European and reflects the
glottalization of the voiced (unaspirated) stops; see 10.1.
c) A different question is whether we can identify the position of
the Classical language among other dialects, and so determine its
geographical position (which is not a linguistic question). Some facts are
difficult to explain. Thus Class. elbayr 'brother' stands against axpar of all
modem dialects. ll1is question has not yet been satisfactorily answered.
Of course, it is quite possible that details of a given dialect, e.g. the
Classical language, may have been lost everywhere else. This is not an
unknown phenomenon in the history of languages. One might think of
the position of Mycenaean compared with the dialects known from later
times.
The overall conclusion is that the Classical language is one
dialect (group), perhaps of a small number of speakers, that there were
several dialects (though perhaps differing only on a limited scale), and
that the modem dialects may preserve important
data for the
reconstruction of the oldest history of the language.

r=

1.1.4 The alphabet
The Armenian alphabet was traditionally devised by bishop
Mesrop, called Mastoc', in 406/7. The Greek alphabet was apparently a
source of inspiration, as the order of the letters of the Greek alphabet is
retained, but the shape of the signs can only be derived from it with
much difficulty. Also the letters that were added are inserted in
unpredictable places: no system has been discovered. For linguistic
purposes it is therefore more efficient to follow the order of the Latin
alphabet.
The alphabet in the traditional order (the corresponding Greek
letters are given before them) is:
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In the twelfth century the sign was added, transcribed 6. This
sound was the result of contraction of the older, Classical diphtong aw.
Cf. e. Also a sign for f was added, which only occurs in foreign names.
The Armenian alphabet is almost completely phonemic, i.e.
every sign indicates a single phoneme. Only v is an allophone of w. The
phonological status of i,l and a requires discussion (see 1.1.5).The other
exception is that lui is written with two signs, ow. This was taken over
from Greek, where ou came to indicate lui in the 6th century B.C.already
In a linguistic context the notation ow should no longer be used: it would
be awkward to retain the only 'mistake' in the Armenian alphabetic
system (which has caused another problem: the use of v after 0 if [ow],
not lul, is meant). The value of the signs is given when we discuss the
phonemic system.
Earlier some signs were transcribed differently:
\= was used for
c'
0

t

r

~

f

€

II

i

e

(&
6)
The latter (two) are still sometimes used, presumably because the sign
is more readily available.

1.1.5 The phonemic system
The phonemic system can be presented as follows:
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stops
labia Is
dentals
velars
affricates

p
t

resonants
liquids
nasals
semivowels
vowels

p
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k

k'

c

c

c

fricatives
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(a)

u
a

a
There are the following diphtongs:

There is a triphtong:
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ay
aw

e
ew
ea
eay

oy
iw

The value of the above signs will in most cases be clear from
their position in the phonemic system. ' indicates aspiration.
Less clear are rand l. The r was called a 'double r' (but it was a
simple phoneme); it was strongly rolled (as in Spanish). It occurred
before n, where r is not found. However, the r was later generalized in
other positions in paradigms; d. jern 'hand', gen. jefin. Also r came before
n through generalization: verin 'upper, supreme', gen. vernoy. Thus these
sounds are phonemes.
The I is traditionally pronounced as [y]. Probably it was a 'dark',
velar 1 in origin. It seems to have been in origin a variant of l: I stands
especially before consonant while 1 is found in anlaut and after y. In
other positions, however, there is an opposition between them (gal
'heat' : gal 'thief).
v is an allophone of w. It stands in anlaut (also of compounds),
d. vasn 'because'. Further it is found after a, d. hoviw 'shepherd'; d. the
instr. ending -aw, -iw with a- and i-stems but -ov with a-stems. This is
done because ow was used for luI. (So this is only a graphic matter.) The
value of w is not certain. lhe traditional pronunciation is Iv], but this
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may not be old. It could have been a bilabial fricative, or a semivowel.
Armenian did not have geminates. Forms like errard 'third', have
een a between the two r's: [yerarard].
The e derives from PIE ei, but it is not (distinctively) long, as
Armenian does not have an opposition between long and short vowels.
Its value is in fact lei].
a. There are several difficulties with this sound, though in
practice these are not so serious. - The sound arose through reduction of
i and u in pretonic position, i.e. in all syllables except the last; this sound
has phonemic value. However, the sound also occurs automatically
between consonal1;ts. Here it is of course non-phonemic, but its use was
extended in certain morphological categories. Through this development
it became phonemic on a much wider scale, but this does not consider us
(in a historical discussion).
The second problem is that the sound is not normally indicated
in writing. On this point, the writing system is deficient. It is written only
initially, before clusters beginning with m, n, i, and in the preposition ast
'according, after' (and 'after, under, with' agrees with the rule): e.g. ampem
'I drink', antir 'select'. The few of these words that have an etymology
point to an original full vowel: anderk' 'intestines' - Gr. EVtEpa, and - Gr.
avti, ast < *post-, alj-am 'to long for' beside iij 'desire'. So here we have a
normal vowel that was reduced in pre tonic position; the a is a phoneme
here. It is unknown why a is written (only) here. Only rarely is a written
in other positions; see 13.3.
'Thus, we do not know with certainty where else a occurs in the
Classical language. The general assumption is that it occurred in the
same places as in modem Armenian.
In many cases the sound is
automatic. The main rules seem to be: an (every) initial cluster has the
vowel between the first and the second consonant (grem 'write' [garem]),
except before word initial s + consonant (spitak 'white' [aspitak]). Furher
rules, which are not the result of historical events, do not concern us.
That this system existed in Classical Armenian already can
sometimes be demonstrated. One is the rendering of Armenian names in
other languages. Further, monosyllabic aorist forms got the augment, so
kli 'I swallowed' was [kalil, span 'he killed' was [aspan], otherwise they
would have got e-.
In some cases one cannot be sure, if one has a written text only.
Thus, we have stanam [astanam] but stay, the genitive of sut 'lie', is
pronounced [sata] (that the final -y is not pronounced is irrelevant here).
If the etymology is unknown, and if the word does no longer exist in
modem Armenian, there is a problem. It is, of course, a problem of
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spelling, not a problem of the language.
1.1.6 Modem pronunciation
Details of the pronunciation are not known. We have rules
which are mostly followed also for Classical Armenian, but these date
from the 11th or 12th century, and some of them are not valid for the
Classical language.
The pronunciation of initial y- as [h] is not old.
Word-initial e- is pronounced rye], but this is post-Classical.
The same holds for the pronunciation [lOa] for a-.
ay before consonant is pronounced [uy]; this may be not Classical.
ilO is pronounced as [yu]. No doubt the old pronunciation was [iu]. The manuscripts sometimes write ew.
ea is pronounced
as [ya]; this is easily understood
as a later
development. The notation ea was no doubt used because it was a
diphtong ea.
1.2 Indo-European
1.2.1 The phonemic system of Proto-Indo-European
The phonemic
system of Proto-Indo-European
reconstructed as follows:
labials
p
b
dentals
t d
palatals
k g
velars
(k
g
labiovelars kw gw
sibilant
s
laryngeals
HI H2
liquids
r
nasals
m
semivowels
vowels
e

e

has

been

bh
dh

gh

gh)
gWh
H]

1
n
u

a

6
The resonants have consonantal and vocalic allophones; the latter are
indicated as r ! 1Jl !! in the case of the first four, the consonantal ones of
i u as y lo. As the allophones form one phoneme, i.e. as allophones are
automatic, it is not necessary to indicate which allophone is under
discussion. I therefore shall not indicate the allophones, except when the
context requires it. - The resonants are vocalic between consonants.
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However, there is a problem when we have two or more consecutive
resonants, as each of them can be vocalic or consonantal, depending on
the further environment.
E.g. /ri/ may be [ri] or fry]. What happens in
these cases depends on the language (and the time) concerned. The
situation becomes even more difficult if there are adjoining laryngeals, as
these can become vowels in certain positions. We are not always sure
what happened, but we shall hardly be concerned with these problems
here.
1.2.2 Note on the laryngeals
The main facts about the laryngeals

can be summarized

as

follows:
1. PIE had three laryngeals:

Hi

H2 H]

Single H, without index, is used to indicate any laryngeal, or when it is
not known which laryngeal is concerned. The older notation is i!l etc.
2. In Hittite, H2, H] before *e are represented
as h; before *a they
disappear. Hi always gives zero. The development
in Armenian is the
same as in Hittite.
3. An adjacent e is coloured to a by H;z, to a by fl.1.

4. Hie> e
H2e> a (PIE did not have a phoneme a.)
H]e>a
Ha > a (i.e. an a was never changed)
5. eH2e > aa, eH2a > aa etc.
Both sequences H2ei and eH2i resulted in ai :
eH2i > ai
H2ei > ai
In the same way au originated.
PIE did not have diphthongs ai, au.
6. eHiC>eC
eH~ > ac (PIE did not have a phoneme

eH;C>oC
aHC>oC
7. iHC, uHC>
8. CHiC> Gr.
CH~> Gr.
CH;C> Gr.

a.)

iC, uC (PIE did not have phonemes
CeC
CaC
CaC

i, u.)

In the other languages, the three laryngeals had the same reflex: IIr. i
or zero, Balto-Slavic zero, other languages a or zero. Armenian has a.
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9. HIIH./H.?C- > Gr. e/a/oC-, Arm. e!a/oC-, Phrygian also, other languages
zero.
10.JPlC
rHIC> Gr. reC
rH:,{: > Gr. raC
rH;C> Gr. roC
In the other languages the three laryngeals had the same reflex: Skt.
"ir(iir after labial), Av. ara, It.-Cl. ra, Gm. ur, BS = *r but with acute accent.
Arm. ara.
r, I, n, m behave parallel, but lYHC > IIr. ii.
11. JPlV
Skt. ir (ur), Av. ar, Arm. ar, Gr. ar, Gm. ur; BS *ir (*ur)
r, I, n, m behave parallel but lIr. an, am.
12. pH tH kH > Skt. ph(?) th kh (PIE did not have voiceless aspirates.)
b d g gw + H > Skt. bh dh gh

PIE

P

1.3 Armenian and Indo-European
1.3.1. From PIE to Armenian; a survey
Armenian
h-, zero; w (h-; zero anlaut before 0; w after vowel)

b
bh

p

t

t,

b, w

f,

d, w,

(w between vowels)
(t after sibilant; dafter

y, zero

and between back-vowels; y between
anlaut before consonant; -nt > -n)

R; w before R
vowels; zero

t
d
5,

w, zero

(w before r; zero anlaut before consonant)

c

j, z

(z intervocalic)
zero (g after R; 5 after u; zero anlaut before
consonant)
k
g
before e, e, i, i (2 intervocalic)
c' c j,2
5, h, zero, -k'
(5 before stops and x; h- before i; zero
elsewhere)
(f before n)
r, f
1,1
(1before consonant)
n, zero
(zero before 5)
(w before n, before/after u; zero before 5)
m, w, zero
k', g,

r
n
m

5,
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r

!J

1'JI

Y
w
i u

e

e

ar al an am
zero, i, y, (h)
(f after R; y after a before R;
h when stressed before i)
g, -70, zero
(zero before r, before/after u)

i u

0

e,i (a) o,u (a)

6

I

ei oi
eu ou
(H2ei H2eu
ei
Laryngeals
(R
HHVHCHRHW-H
-VH
-CH
-RH
-UH
-VJ{- -VHV-VHC-VHR-VHW-CH- -CHV-CHC-CHR-CHW
-RH- -RHV-RHC-RHR-RHW-WH- -WHV--WHC-WHR-WHWHH
HRH
HWH

(i, u before nasal; a see the text)

u

e e
oy oy
ayaw)
i
= r,

I, n, m; W = ily, ulw; -: no evidence)
H2 e, H3e > ha, ho; otherwise H > zero
elalnC
e/aloR

W-

V

-Cal
11
W
VC
VR
VW

kH> x
CC, CaCC
aRV
aRaC
-

I1c
no special development
WW
aRa
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Clusters
I discuss as clusters groups of consonants that are reflected by one
phoneme which is not identical with one of the consonants of the
original cluster; but I added *sp, *st and *ps (the first and the last being
disputed, the second for the sake of coherence). So I do not treat as a
cluster *pn > wn (see on *p) or *tr- > r- (see on *t). In case of doubt, I took
the group as a cluster.
*rs > f
*sy > Y
*sw > k'
*sr > f
*sk, *skw, *sk> c'
*sp > sp
*st> st
*ps > s- (*pst- > st-), -p'*dhy > j
*tw > k'
*dw> k
*TK see text
*ky > c'
*kw > s
*ks > c', s *ks, kws > c', s
stop + laryngeal
*pH > p' ?
*tH> t'?
*kH>x
1.3.2. From Armenian to PIE; a survey
Arm.
<
PIE
a
H2 H2e eH20
ar al an am
r 1 ~ f!l; rH IH ~H f!lH before vowel
ara ala ana ama
rH IH ~H lpH before consonant
ay
H2ei eH2i oi
e
e H,
e
ei oi
ea
i-a
a
a H]

ay

eu au
i iH
esa

u

u uH

b
d
g

bh
dh (R)t
gh (R)k

j
j

P
t
k

gh

(e-O)

e

i
ia

eH, e-N

a eHI aH a-N iw before

w

gh before e, i; dhy (R)y
b
d
g dw

vowel
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c
C
p'
f
k'
c'

C'
h
x
s
z
S

Z
y
w
wo
r, I, n, m
f

1

g
gy dy
pH?
t tH?
k tw sw
sk ks
(s)ky
p (except before 0); H2 HJ before c; y (before i, stressed)
kH
k Ns s before t, p
gh1intervocalic
kw; sk ks (before consonant)
gh before c, i, intervocalic
sy
bh intervocalic; p before cons.; t before r; zero before 1
after e, i
io unstressed
r, I, n, In
rs sr; r before n
1before cons.

1.3.3 The position of Armenian
It was always believed that Armenian had a close connection
with Greek. This was recently
denied
by C1ackson (1994). He
demonstrates
that there are no agreements
in phonology
(basic
developments
such as *s > h do not prove anything) or morphology (e.g.
the locative in -of is derived by Kortlandt, 1984a, sections 4 and 5 [this
voL, 47f.], from a genitive ending *ios). There remains the agreement in
the vocabulary,
which has always been the real argument. Clackson
mentions 136 instances, of which he discusses 65 in detail. I agree that
several agreements cam10t be maintained (words that had *dw- and have
erk- in Armenian; see 12.4c) and that several are just retained archaisms
(awr - ~1.u:xP 'day'), as may be found between any two Indo-European
languages. He retains only three words that occur in Armenian and
Greek only (sin - KEV6~'empty'; y-awclum - 6cpEA.A.ro
'increase' and sut "'E\lDOC;(",EUD0J.W.t)'lie'; the last hardly IE). In my view there is more:
nawfi 'fasting' - Gr. vilcprosimply points to *neH2bh-; eras tank' - 1tproKt6C;
'buttocks' can be derived from *preH2kt- : *proH2kt- (but may be just a
retained archaism);
on olb - 6A.ocpupo~at 'wail' see 11.3.3.2
Most
interesting is siwn - KIrov 'pillar', which has very recently been shown to
be Indo-European
(Lubotsky-Praust,
in Lubotsky's inaugural
lecture)
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from a word meaning 'shin-bone'. Here we have - what we hardly find
anywhere else - a remarkable agreement in meaning found only in these
two languages; on the other hand, this may only seem remarkable to us,
but be a normal development. For, since it is clear that Greek and
Armenian had no phase of common development, we must look for
indications that they lived in each other's neighbourhood, through early
loans etc. I am unable to produce such instances, but this is most
difficult. Both languages seem to have loans form Anatolian/Aegean
languages, but this does not mean that they were in close contact. In this
perspective I would consider kamurf - yEqropa 'bridge'. The Greek word
originally meant 'beam', and the Armenian word has been compared
with Hattic hamuru(wa) 'beam'. If there are a great number of
agreements, this may depend on the large, old and well-studied
vocabulary of Greek. I would conclude that a longer period of close
contact can neither be demonstrated nor excluded at the present stage.
As to relations with other languages, Kortlandt (1988a) assumed
that Armenian shared with Thracian the loss of aspiration in the voiced
aspirates (together with Phrygian, Daco-Albanian and Balta-Slavic) and
perhaps the devoicing of the voiced stops. With Albanian Kortlandt
notes the following agreements (1980a and 1986a): depalatalization
of
stops before resonants, monophonemicization
of the clusters *sw and
*kw, and the fact that H2 and HJ before e are reflected as h-.
This representation of the laryngeals is according to Kortlandt
also found in Hittite. Of course, vocalization of initial, preconsonantal
laryngeals is also found on a larger scale: Greek, Macedonian, Phrygian
and Hittite. The development is an areal feature, which may partly be
due to the substratum languages.
In sum, the relation with Greek has become doubtful, for that
with Thracian and Albanian some arguments can be adduced.

2. ACCENT
Armenian shows no trace of the Indo-European accent.
In the oldest phase we can reconstruct, the penultimate syllable
(the last but one) was stressed. At a certain stage, as a result of this stress
the following == last syllable was lost; not only the vowel, but the
consonants following the vowel disappeared as well, except r, I, n (note
that at this time *-m had become -n), and also -k' < *-es, the nominal plural
ending. E.g.
hing 'five' < *penkwe
eber 'he brought' from *eberet < PIE *Hibheret
hayr 'father' < *hayir < *pH2ter
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A syllabic resonant of PIE first developed into ar, ai, an, am (the
last further to -an):
ewfn 'seven' < *septan < *septlft
Note that the Armenian prothetic vowel was added after these
developments:
acc. eris 'three' < *trins (otherwise the e- would have received the stress,
giving *erlnls.
2.1.1. Retained final vowels
The vowel of (what usually is) the final syllable can still be seen
if something appt)ared after that vowel, be it an ending (inflection), a
second element of a compound, or a clitic.
Inflection. For the inflection of nouns d.:
gafn, pI. garin-k' 'lamb'
The forms represent *urH,-en (but the nom. -n continues the old
accusative), *urHren-es. In the second form the suffix is preserved
because it had the stress, in the first form the suffix disappeared. Note
that no two identical forms are concerned here, but only two closely
related forms.
tasn 'ten' but metasan 'eleven'
Tasn < *dek1Jlhad *-an < *-1]1. The vowel a is retained in 'eleven' because
this is a derivative with -i-; this -i- can again be seen in inflected forms,
e.g. gen. metasan-i-c'. The final consonant -n is always preserved.
Compounds.
hing 'five' but hnge-tasan 'fifteen'
Here the final -e of *penkwe is preserved in the compound, which is lost
in the isolated form. (The -i- is syncopated before the stress, as is usual;
see 2.2.)
C"or-k' 'four' but corek'-tasan 'fourteen'
Here we see the vowel of the ending *-es reappear in the compound
('four' is a plural form). Note that in this case the final consonant is
always preserved.
Difficult is ewfn 'seven' beside ewfanasun.
Probably -ana- here
represents a special development, of the PIE ending *-1]1 followed by the
(laryngeal) feature of the *d- of *dkomtH2 > -sun. See 11.3.3.2.
um dat. of o(v) 'who?' beside ume-k' dat. of o-k' 'someone'. The vowel of
the dative ending is preserved before the particle -k' (which continues
*-kwe; see 10.5.4) of the indefinite pronoun. The -e- must be the dative
ending *-oi (d. Skt. tasmai); Kortlandt 1984a, 102 [this vol., 49]. We find
the same in:
urek' 'somewhere', which is the locative of the stem seen in ok'
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'somebody', gen. uruk'. It stands beside ur 'where?'.
i-wi-k', instr. of *ik' 'something', preserves the ending *-bhi before the
particle -k'.
Note that in individual cases the vowel of the ending may live on
because of a special development. *suesor became *k'efhlur, after which
-eu- behaved as a diphtong which became Arm. -oy-, as did the PIE
diphthong *eu.
2.2

Pretonic vowel reduction
and the Armenian
vowel
alternations
At a later stage, the vowel of a pretonic syllable was reduced.
The effects pervade the whole system of the language. The developments
are as follows:
stressed
u
e
oy
ea
eay
-iw
pre tonic
a
a
i
u
e
e-V, i-C
u
Not changed were: a, e, 0; ay, aw, ew and -iw- in inlaut. Initial i- and uwere restored: ink'n 'self', gen. ink'ean, ul 'kid', gen. ul-oy. With
monosyllables in -i, -u the vowel was restored in hiatus: ji 'horse', gen. jioy, ji-a-wor 'rider'. Vowels before the first pretonic syllable were also
restored: sireal 'beloved' - gen. sireloy (not *sreloy). As e and oy derive
from *ei and *eu or *ou, respectively, it seems that the e disappeared; the
reduction is quite different from that of -i, -u. When -iw [iu] was reduced
to u, the i became a, just like the single i, and aw became [u]. See also 13.
3. (Note that iw before I, which originated later, remained; see 13.9.) 'Ine
reduction of ea and eay is again quite different. Examples:
sirt 'heart' - gen. srt-i
erkink' 'heaven' - erknic'
luc 'yoke' - gen. Ic-oy
anasun 'animal' - gen. anasn-oy
emut aor. 'he entered' - 1 sg. mt-i
meg 'mist, fog' - gen. migi, migamac 'misty'
es 'donkey' - gen. is-oy
loys 'light' - lus-oy, lusawor 'luminous'
ifoyc' aor. 'he let dismount' - 1 sg. ifuc'-i
leard 'liver' - lerd-i
matean 'book' - gen. maten-i
ateam 'I hate' - impf.l sg. ate-i, 1 pI. ate-ak', pres. subj. 1 sg. ati-c'em
fiw 'number' - gen. fu-oy
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3. VOWELS

3.1 PIE *e

a) *e> e
*bher-: berem '} bear' - Gr. cpEpW,Lat. fero
*meg-H2-: mec 'big' - Gr. 1.u~yU(;
Words that seem to begin with a vowel had an initial laryngeal and
will be discussed with the laryngeals (11.1.1).
b) *e > i before nasal
*penkwe: hing 'five' - Gr. 1tEV'tE,Skt. panca. This i is subject to reduction
when the stress was replaced; d. hnge-tasan 'fifteen'. The development en
> in, then, was earHer than the vowel reduction.
*seno-: hin 'old'; Skt. sana-, Gr. EVOC;,
Lith. senas.
Note that the e which is the reduction of ea is no longer subject to this
change: matean 'book', gen. maten-i.
c) *e > a II is only found in the following words.
*dekm: tasn 'ten' - Gr. oEKa, Lat. decem, Skt. dasa
*sueks-: vafsun 'sixty'; d. vec' 'six' < *sueks
Kortlandt considers the a the reduced grade vowel (from cases
where it appeared regularly as shwa secundum) that replaced zero grade
vocalism (1994b). (For calr 'laughter' see 11.3.3.1)
3.2 PIE *0
a) *0> 0 on the conditions see below
*uorgom: gorc 'work' - Gr. epyov, Ff.PYov
*gwouio-: kogi 'butter'; Skt. gavya-, Gr. (£vvEci)-~OLOC;
'of (nine) cows'.
*pod-m: ot-n 'foot', from the ace. form; Gr. 1tOo-a
*-bhoros: -wor 'carrying'; Skt. bhara-, Gr. -cpopoC;.
Words that seem to begin with a vowel had an initial laryngeal; these
will therefore be discussed with the laryngeals (11.1.1).
b) *0> u before nasal
*pont-(eHr) :hun 'channel, ford'; Lat. pons, pont-is, OCS PQtu.
*gon-u-: cunr 'knee'; Gr. yovu, Skt. janu.
c) *0 > a in open syllable (in non-final syllable); 0 was preserved:
before two consonants, before wand when the following syllable had an
o (Kortlandt 1983b, 10-11 [this vo1., 40)). TIle change 0 > a may have
preceded development b) (*0> u); see 11.1.2 on anun etc.
*polio- : ali-k' 'waves, white hair'; Gr. 1tOAlOC;.
*poku-: asr 'fleece', with -a- from gen. asu; the -r was added later; Skt.
pasu « *peku), Gr. 1tOKOC;.
*-0- in compounds became -a-, d. fag-a-wor 'king' < *'crown-bearer'. It is
possible that -ii- was used in this position, but this cannot be proven.
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H3 before consonant was vocalized to *0, which often falls under the
rules given and so often became a-. E.g.:
*H3norio- > *onoryo- > anur! 'dream'.
*H3d- : ateam 'to hate', *od-; Lat. odium 'hatred', od'i (pI.) '1hate'
For the exceptions d: *0 before w: kogi (above), hoviw 'shepherd' «
*H3eui-), loganam 'bathe' (Gr. AQuro) *0 before another 0: olorm 'pity', olok'
'prayer', olork 'smooth', oro! 'lamb', oror 'sea-gull', holovem 'roll'.
a before two consonants: orb, ordi, orjik', art', oskr, ost, otn, gore, mozi 'calf'
« *-zz-), mofanam 'forget' (f < *rn or *rs); also ozni 'hedgehog', oream
'vomit' which got this structure only later « *ozini, *orueam)
3.3 PIE *e
*e> i
*kerd : sirt 'heart'; Gr. KllP, Skt. hardiThe forms with long

e due

to a laryngeal will be discussed there, 11.3.1.2.

3.4 PIE *0
*0 > u

*dom: tun 'house'; Gr. OW, d. ow~a,Skt. dam*snobhri-: nurb 'small'; Ole. snCEfr.
*H3nor-io-: anur! 'dream'; d. Gr. OVElPQ~
*H1eH2mor: awr 'day' (via *awur); Gr. Ti~ap, TtIlEPa.. The forms with long

a due to a laryngeal will be discussed with the laryngeals (11.3.1.2).
4. DIPHTHONGS
The PIE e- and a-diphthongs

fell together in Armenian, as
follows:
*ei and *oi > *ei > e;
*eu and *ou > *ou > oy. The first development is very frequent, the
latter is not common. CI. German eu = [oil.
4.1 PIE *ei
*ei > e, pretonic i
*dheigh- : edez 'he heaped up'; Skt. deh-mi, Lat. Jingo
*leigh-: lizem 'to lick'; Gr. A£lXro, Skt. leh-mi. Note that unstressed Arm. i
must derive from *ei (or *oi), as PIE *i in unstressed position would have
become (unwritten) a.
*steib-: step 'often', stipem 'urge'; Gr. O''t£ll3ro 'tread, stamp on'.
Note that the development still took place when *y < *t was involved:
*-e-ti : -e 3 sg. pres. indo ending, bere < *bher-e-ti (from *-eyi > *-ey with
apocope).
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4.2 PIE *oi
a) *oi > ii, pretonic i
*dhoigh- : diiz 'heap'; Gr. tOtXOC;, Goth. daigs
*uoid- : gitem 'to know'; Gr. oib-a, Skt. ved-a, Goth. wait
*uoin- : gini 'wine'; Gr. FOtVOC;
b) *oi > ay There are two words which have the reflex ay:
*Hoid- : ayt 'cheek', aytnum 'to swell'; Gr. o'tbEffi 'to swell'
*oiwia: aygi 'vine'; Gr. Otl], aa 'service-tree', Lat. uva 'grape'
Kortlandt thinks that this development is very old (1980b, 105 [this vo!.,
32]) and that this is the regular development of *oi- at the beginning of
the word.
4.3 PIE *eu
*eu > oy, pretonic u
*leuk-os: loys 'light' (subst.); Gr. AEUKOC; (adj.)
4.4 PIE *ou
*OU

> oy, pretonic

U

*bhougos : boyc 'nourishment'; Skt. bh6ga- 'enjoyment', Lat.fungor
One cites p'oyt' 'zeal'; Gr. <J1touoiJ 'haste', but this comparison is
problematic: *sp- remains sp- in Armenian (see 12.2d). (This word may be
non- Indo- European.)
Note that the evidence is very meagre (also for *eu).
4.5 The PIE long diphthongs
I know of only one case of indirect evidence of a PIE long
diphthong. It is the ending of the dative of the indefinite pronoun o-k'
'sombody':
*io-smoi-kw[eJ: ume-k'; the ending was here retained before the
generalizing particle *-kw[eJ(on which see 10.5.4); d. 2.1.1 on the retained
vowels. Kortlandt 1984a, 102 [this vo!., 49].
Kortlandt assumes (ibidem) that ure-k' somewhere' is a locative
in -oi, and that all final i-diphthongs merged into *-e before they were
apocopated. That the long diphthong was shortened (to *-oi) is quite
probable.

5. THE PROTHETIC VOWEL
Armenian did not tolerate words beginning with r-. Proto-IndoEuropean did not have such words: where it seems to be so, there was a
preceding laryngeal. This laryngeal was not recognized because in most
languages it was lost without trace. In Armenian it was vocalized, to e-,
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a-, 0- resp.; see 11.1.2. This means that in Armenian a prothetic vowel
was only added before an r that became word-initial secondarily. (Older
studies often state that the prothetic vowel arose even before secondary
initial r. This dates from the time when the laryngeal developments had
not yet been recognized.) This means that if the etymology of a word
shows that the r- was (or seemed) initial in PIE already, a laryngeal
preceded. As this laryngeal was vocalized in Armenian, a (real) prothetic
vowel is impossible, a fact that often is not realized. This is even more
clear when a Greek cognate has a vowel from a laryngeal before r-. In
that case the Armenian vowel must represent the same laryngeal and
cannot be the (later) Armenian prothesis; d. further 11.1.2.
When the prothetic vowel was added the accent could no longer
be withdrawn to it: eris < *trins kept the stress on the i; it was not
withdrawn to the e because we would then have got *ers.
There are three ways in which an r could become the initial of a
word secondarily:
1. through loss of a preceding (PIE) voiceless stop, *p, *t, *k;
2. through metathesis;
3. through the development *sr- > r-.
The matter is much more complicated than it appears. Kortlandt
assumes that the development of a prothesis was the first step in the
development of these forms, followed by the above processes (loss,
metathesis and *sr- > f). Every step was intended to facilitate the
pronunciation and eventual elimination of initial clusters. Thus atr- was
easier (because of the syllabification), than tr-. And art- is still easier.
When original voiceless stops disappeared, the prothetic vowel did not
arise, e.g. *klutos > lu. One also expects metathesis in the case of groups
like *dn-, *dJm-, *gn-, *gl-, where the stop would have been preserved in
principle (unless there were additional rules for these cases). I have not
found evidence for such groups.
Ad 1.

*treies : erek' 'three'; Skt. trayas, Gr. 'tP€l<;, Lat. tres.
*ku>rep-:erewim 'appear'; Gr. 1tpE1UO. The initial may have been *ku>,not
*p-, because PIE did not have roots with C1 = C3. *prep- is also possible
Ad2.

*dmk'- : artasu-k' 'tears'; OHG tmllan; with metathesis Gr. oalCpu, Goth.
tagr. See on this difficult word Kortlandt 1985a.
*bllreH2ter : elbayr 'brother'; Skt. bhratar-, Gr. CPpatllP, Lat. frater. The l
arose through dissimilation before the following r.
More examples can be found in 13.13, where the metathesis is treated.
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Ad3.
*sruti-: afu 'brook'; Skt. sruti-, Gr. (rom<;, aIr. sruth.
*srau-: (*efagem » afagem 'irrigate'; Skt. sraviimi, Gr. pEw.
Kortlandt follows Pedersen in assuming that the prothetic vowel was
e- (which could become a-, see the next section), while a-, which is
limited to nouns, was originally a preposition, identical with Slavic pa
(2001).

6. VOWEL CONTRACTION
ASSIMILATION

AND VOWEL

6.1 Vowel contraction
When an intermediate consonant disappeared, the vowels were
contracted. The consonants that disappeared were *y and *s.
Two identical vowels resulted in a long one, which was shortened;
note that such a new *e or *a resulted in e, a, not in i, u.
*treies : erek' 'three';
*bhasa-gwa-: bak 'barefoot'.
*ni-sisd-: *nist-im > nstim 'sit down'. Note that this i was pretonically
reduced to a.
When the vowels were not identical, the phonetic result was never e
(it so happens that we have only examples in which one vowel was e):
e - a > a:

*suesar-es: k'ar-k' 'sisters';
*kwetuares: *c'eyar-ek' > c'ar-k' 'four'.
e - a > a:

*H]esH2r: *e(h)ar> ar-iwn 'blood' (Kortlandt assumes that the laryngeal
was vocalized in this form (1999»
a - e>a
*pJ-hter-es: *hayer-ek' > har-k' 'fathers'; the -a- could be analogical,
however.
Note that in *suesr-bhi: *k'ehrbi the h disappeared before the r was
vocalized, which gave k'erb regularly; d. jerb-akal 'prisoner' from *ghesrbhi,
Note the following contraction which resulted in a diphthong:
*suesor: *k'eur > k'ayr; so *s > *h occurred after *0 > u but before *eu > ay
(Kortlandt 1980b, stage 10 [this vol., 29]).
Kortlandt 1997 explains ncr from earlier (analogical) *neyir, where ey
became c, like the PIE diphthong *ei; but d, 11.3.2.2 on this form.
6.2 Vowel assimilation
There was vowel assimilation, e - a > a - a and e - u > a - u:
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*srou-: *erogem > orogem 'irrigate'.
*H/rug-: *eruc- > *oruc- > arc-am 'vomit';
development
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Gr.

epEuyofLal. On

the

see 11.1.2.

7. SEMIVOWELS
The PIE semivowels
are i and u. They can be syllabic or
consonantal. (Note that the apparent long i, u were in fact iH, uH; they
are treated in 11.3.4.)
7.1 The semi vowels as vowels
7.1.1 Sem1vowels as vowels: PIE *i
*i> i, pretonic a (not written)
On i-a> ea see 13.1; -io- and iw 13.3.
*H/e-uid-et: egit 'he found', 3 sg. aar. gt-i; pres. gtanem.
*tri-ns : eris 'three' ace. (pl.); Goth. Prins
*diu- : tiw 'day'; d. Skt. diva 'by day'
7.1.2 Semi vowels as vowels: PIE *u
*u> u, pretonic a (not written)
*dhugH2ter : dustr, gen. dster 'daughter'; Gr. SUYU1:11P,
Skt. duhitdr-, Goth.
dauhtar
*snusos : nu 'daughter-in-law';
Gr. VUOC;,
Skt. snu$a, OHG snur
*H2nghu- : anjuk 'narrow'; Skt. a11fhit-, OCS QZ'bkb, Goth. aggwus, Gr.
aYX-ffi

*ues-nu-mi : z-genum 'to dress' (z- is a prefix); Gr. £VVUfLl,
Skt. Vlls-te
7.2 'The semi vowels as consonants
7.2.1 PIE *y
a) *y > f after resonant (r, I, n, m) if the preceding vowel is not a
*ster-io-: sterf 'sterile'; Gr. O"1:Etpa,Skt. start- 'barren cow', Lat. sterilis,
Goth. stairo.
*HJnor-io- : anurf'dream'; Gr. 6VElpOV< *oner-io-.
*muni- : munf 'dumb'; Gr. fLuv8oC;,fLuvapoc;, Skt. mimi- 'wise man,
begeistert', Lat. mutus.
*gwhen-io- : fnfem 'wipe clean' < *finf-; etym. unknown (not cognate with
Gr. itdVffi, Lith. geniit ).
b) *-aRy-, -oRy- > -ayR-, -oyRIf the preceding vowel is a, we get y before resonant (infection). The
development
is parallel with that in Greek, where resonant + y gives
infection after a and o. In all cases we probably have anticipation of the y
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(ainy); if the y remains, the infection of the vowel does not develop into a
separate phoneme. See also 13.7.
*H2elio- > ayl 'other'; Gr. aAAoc;,Lat. alius, Goth. aljis, OIr. aile.
*ghwon-i-: jayn 'voice'; oes zvon1J 'sound'.
Layn 'wide' may represent *p!tHrn-i-: > *hl8ny- > *Iany-.
These are the best documented examples. It is probably also
found in p'aylem 'shine', d. p'olp'olim 'shine, glitter', which has no good
etymology.
The development
occurred after a, but there is also some
evidence for it after O. This consists only of boyl 'company, assembly'
beside bolor 'all, entire', which has no etymology. The same holds for foyl
(tal) '(give) permission', and n-soyl 'light' beside sol 'ray, (flash of) light'.
This evidence is rather uncertain. The etymology of olf 'whole, sound' is
uncertain (*olyo- ?).
See further 13. 7.
c) *y > zero: word-initially and between vowels
Word initial y*io-s : or 'who';
The development in anlaut is debated (Kortlandt 1998a). Two words
seem to point to y- > 1-: luc 'yoke' < *yug- and leard 'liver' if from *yekw[.
However, a development to I is phonetically improbable. 1he words
must have been influenced by other words (the first by lucanem 'to bind
loose'?; the second word provides several difficulties; Germanic also has
an 1-,d. liver; it was supposedly taken from the word for 'fat', *lip-, d. Gr.
At1tUPOC;).
The I is not to be recognized as a regular development.
Arm. fur 'water' has been connected with Lith. jura 'sea'. However, the
Lithuanian word is usually connected with Skt. var(i), so its f- cannot be
original. Also, Arm. jer 'you pI.' beside Skt. yuyam has been adduced.
Kortlandt assumes that the proto-form must have had *yu- + e, in an
accusative *ywe (parallel to *twe > k'e); and that *yw fell together with (the
reflex of) *ghw-.
The etymology of the pronominal stem 0- points to *y- (the idea
that it represented *kwo- cannot be retained, as *kw did not disappear)
becoming zero as the regular reflex (as e.g. in Greek).

*y> zero between vowels
*trei-es : erek' 'three'; Skt. trayas, Gr. 'tp£tC;,Lat. tres.
*-eje-, aje- : denominative suffixes -em, -am.
the nom. pI. of the i-stems *-ei-es > *-ek' > -k'.
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d) *yi- > stressed hi-, and PArm. *hi- > unstressed (a)This is a very complicated matter, also because of problems with the
notation; Kortlandt 1998a, 16f. [this vol., 122f.].
It has been observed that the dialects have a (seemingly) secondary h(its history does not concern us here), but further that some dialects have
a voiceless h- beside a voiced H-, noted h- and H- respectively. This H- in
some cases continues Class. y-, the preposition. It is also found in the
interrogative pronoun: Hu(v) = ov 'who?', Hum = um dat. 'for whom?',
Hur = ur 'where?'.
Now Kortland~ assumes the following sequence of events. PIE *ybecame H-, which was lost in the Classical language (but retained in
some dialects) except before i; so *yi- became (*)Hi-. (Later this Hdisappeared too: *jenH2ter > *Hin- > an- > n-, in ner 'brother's wife').
Further this *Hi- became hi- (with the 'normal', voiceless h) when
stressed. This was the case in a monosyllable (other instances are
unknown). In this way dat. him 'for whom?' is explained. So it is
supposed that this form goes back to *yim. [I think that it continues
*esmoi (recte *Hjesmoi) with the y- of yos > ov 'who?' (the -vas yet
unexplained) added, but d. z-genum 'dress' < *uesnumi. TIle variant im
may have lost h- after preposition.]
The following has nothing to do with *y-, but may be treated here
because the difference between h- and H- is concerned. Kortlandt
assumes that hi- (with voiceless h-), e.g. from PIE *pi- (as in hing 'five' <
*penkwe;see below on yisun 'fifty'), became Ha- (with the voiced h-) before
the stress; the a is the well-known reduction of pre tonic i. This is perhaps
found in ampem 'to drink', if the protoform is correctly reconstructed as
*pimb-; here the H again disappears, but the a is retained before a cluster.
The two series of developments may be summarized as follows:
PIE *yi- > (*)Hi- > stressed
hi- (as in him < *yim)
PIE *pi >
hi- > pretonic *Ha- > a- (as in ampem)
It is assumed that in the word yisun this *Ha- became Hi, and that this
was written yi- (because Classical Armenian had no sign for H, and as yi
is phonetically identical to Hi). This point is rather difficult, the more so
as the preform of yisun is uncertain. So the problem is that we have here
not only the development of pretonic h- (before i), but also that of the
development of pre tonic i in this position. Two solutions may be
considered. 1) We start from *penk(W)dkomtH2 > *hingsun = *hiTJsun which
became *hiysun > *Haysun > Hisun. Better is perhaps 2) to start from
*penkwedkomtH2 > *hingesun > *hingisun = *hirjisun > *hiyisun > Hisun.
Even more complicated is the history of the preposition in, but this
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history lies outside Classical Armenian, so I refer to Kortlandt's article.
e) Clusters with *y. Consonant + y often gives special developments,
which are discussed with the clusters in 12. lhey are: *sy, *ty, *dy, *dhy;

*ky, *k(w)y,
7.2.2 PIE *w
a) *w > g (except when word-final after the apocope)
*worg- : gore 'work'; Gr. epyov, MoHG Werk.
*woid- : gitem 'know'; Skt. veda, Gr. aiDa.
*wes- : z-genum 'tp cloth oneself', from *lJes-neu-mi (z- is a prefix); Gr.
EVVtlJWl (Evvii~l).

*gwow-iHo- : kogi 'butter'; see b. on 'cow'.
*deH2i-wer : taygr 'husband's brother'; Skt. devtir-, Gr. oiiTtP, Lith. dieveris,
acc. dieverj, OCS deverb,
*gonw- : eung-k' 'knee-s' (pI.)
On the problem see Kortlandt 1993. Note that -eu- probably had
become -ou- earlier, so that -eg- is unknown. I have not found instances
of -ig-.
It is not certain what happened with w before s: both g and k have
been proposed:
*H2eus-s-i (loc.): ayg 'dawn'; the word
like 'at dawn', and ayg (which would at
of h- after the preposition); but another
also be possible.
*H2eus-: aganim 'pass the night', if this
*H2eus-n-: akan-f-k' 'ears', pI. of un-kn
would have devoiced the g < IJ. This is
resulted in k'.

would derive from an expression
the same time explain the absence
derivation from this stem would
is the correct reconstruction.
< * H2 us-n-. In this case the h < s
impossible because it would have

b) *w> -w (written -v after 0) word-finally after vowel
*diu- : tiw 'day'; Skt. diva 'by day'
*neH2w - : naw 'ship'; Skt. ntiu-, Gr. vau~, Lat. navis.
*gwow- : kov 'cow'; Skt. gtiv-, Gr. ~ou~; see above on kogi.
*H2rew-: arew 'SW1'; Skt. ravi-; the form with g in areg-akn 'sun', litt. 'sunspring' with areg- < gen. *arewos, where the g was protected by the reflex
of the s.
The w often spread through analogy: naw-i etc., deriv. naw-ak 'boat'.
c) *w > w (v-) in other positions?
This development is assumed for vafem 'to kindle', Lith. virti 'to cook',
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OCS variti id. Initial g- is so frequent, that the etymology must probably
be given up.
Vee' 'six' belongs here if from the s-less form *ueks (*sw- would have
given *k'-). It is explained from a Lindeman form *su(y)eks, or with u
introduced from the ordinal *uks-o- (Kortlandt 1994b). Then *s became
zero, and vocalic u before vowel was retained as Iwl (written v).
Compare for this development: i ver(oy) 'upon' from *(s)uperi. In albiwr
'spring' from *bhreH,ur > *brewr and aliwr 'flour' from *H21eH,ur > *alewr
the w is preserved directly before the r after the loss of the final syllable.
(On the gen. sg. of these forms see the next section, d.)
Siwn 'pillar' (Gr, Ktwv, Myc. kiwo Iklwonl; the word is now shown to be
Indo-European)
has not preserved the w. It developed from the
accusative *klwon- > *siwun > *siun = siwn (u written w). This is confirmed
by jiwn 'snow', which derives from *ghion- > jiun (written jiwn).
d) *w> zero before r, before and after u
This development can be considered regular before u and r, as this is
phonetically probable.
*neu-ro- (with -ro- replacing -0-): nor 'new' via *nou-ro-.
*brewr-os, the reshaped gen. sg. of albiwr 'spring' (see the preceding
section) > alber; in the same way aler from aliwr.
This rule was blocked by a preceding consonant (where we find
normal g):
*deH2iuer > taygr 'husband's brother'. (One might also formulate *yw >

yg.)
The loss of the w in neard 'fibre, sinew' from *sneHIl}[(-ti-) is analogical
after the (old) oblique cases: *sneH,-ur- > *snewr-, which lost its w just like
alber (above).
*kiHyon-: siwn 'pillar'; *siwun- > *siun = siwn. The development is
parallel to *ghiom- > *jiun = jiwn, which shows that the w in siwn does not
continue the original *w.
For the position after u compare also zinuor 'soldier' < *zinu-wor
'bearing arms' (w < *bh). Further cpo alues 'fox', Gr. aAol7tTl~.
In inn 'nine' there was no w. The PIE word was *Hlneun. This became
*eneun > inn, with loss of the diphtong eu in last syllable (note that the
vocalization is a post-PIE phenomenon); Kortlandt p.c. Or *ineun was
replaced by *inun- from the ordinal *inun-o-. The form erkan 'millstone'
did not have w, d. Lith. girna: *gwreHrn- > *gran-.
e) Clusters with *w. For the clusters *sw, *tw, *dw, *kw see 12.
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8. RESONANTS
8.1 Syllabic resonants
8.1.1 PIE *r > ar
*prk-sk-: harc'-ane~ 'ask'; Skt. prcch-, Lat. posco < *porc-sco, OHG forskon.
*bhrghu-: barj-r 'high'; Skt. brh-ant-, Hitt. parkus.
*srbh-: arb-en am 'drink'; Lat. sorbeo, Lith. surbiu.
*Hzrnu-: afnum 'take'; Gr. apvuftat
'win, gain', Av. aranu- 'provide'.
*mrto-: mard 'man'; Skt. mrta- 'mortal', Gr. ~POtOC;.
8.1.2 PIE *1 > al
*glkt-s, -m (nom., flee.): *kalc' > dial. kaxc' resp. *kalt'n > Class. kat'n 'milk';
Gr. yci'A.a, gen. yci'A.aKtOC; < *glakt-, Lat. lac, lact-is. The dialectal form is, of
course, post-Classical

(Kortlandt

1985c, 22 [this vol., 65]).

8.1.3 PIE *~ > an
*~-: an- 'un-'; e.g. ankin 'without

wife'; Skt. a(n)-, Gr. a(v)-,

Lat. in-, Goth.

un-.
8.1.4
became -no

PIE *rp > am

Certain

examples

have final -rp, which

*septm: ewfn 'seven'; Skt. sapta, Gr. bttci, Lat. septem.
*dekm: tasn 'ten'; Skt. dasa, Gr. OEKa, Lat. decem.
*pod-m (ace.): otn 'foot'; Skt. pad-, Gr. 1t00-, Lat. ped-, OHGfuoz.
*dui-dkmti: k'san 'twenty'; Av. visaiti, Gr. Dar. FlKatt, Lat. vigintl.
8.2 Consonantal resonants
8.2.1 PIE *r
*r > r; f before n
PIE did not have words beginning with r-. Words that had *pr-, *trlost the stop; the remaining *r- got a prothetic vowel (e- or a-; see ch. 4). On *Hr- see 11.1.3. - On -rs- see the next section, 8.2.1.1.
*H2(e)rH3trom : arawr 'plough'; Gr. apotpov, aIr. arathar, Ole. arar; Lat.

ariitrum.
*gerHro- : cer 'old man'; Gr. yepoov, Skt. jarant-.
*doH3rom : tur 'gift'; Gr. o6)pov, OCS darb.
*dhur-m : durn 'door' (from the ace. form); Gr. ihSpa, Lat. fores, Goth.
daur.
*peruti: heru 'last year'; Gr. 1tepUCH, Skt. panlt.
*preH2ktos : erastank' 'back, anus'; Gr. 1tPOOKtOC;.
*treyes : erek' 'three'; Skt. trayas, Gr. tpElC;, Lat. tres.
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with r: see 12.1

8.2.2 PIE *1
*1> I; 1 before consonant (except *y)
*leukos : loys 'light' (subst.); Gr. A£,\)K:6~,Skt. roka-.
*likw- : e-lik' 'he left' 3 sg. aor.; lk'anem 'leave' pres.; Gr. £-Am-£, Skt.
a-rie-at, Goth. leiIvan.
*HJfI-en- : eln 'deer (cow)'; Gr. £V£AO~(with metathesis), £AA6~ « *el-no-),
OCS jelenb.
*meli- : melr 'honey'; Gr. /LEAl,Lat. mel, Goth. milip.
*pleHr, -to- : lnum 'fill', Ii 'full'; Skt. pratti-, Lat. (eom)pletus.
*klutos : lu 'famous'; Gr. K:A,\),t6~,
Skt. sruta-, Lat. inclutus.
8.2.3 Nasals: PIE *n
a) *n> n
*nisdos: nist 'position, seat'; Skt. nIqa-, Lat. nidus, Eng. nest
*snusos : nu 'daughter-in-law';
Gr. v'\)6~, Skt. snu?a, Lat. nurus, OHG

snur.
*genH,os : ein 'birth'; Gr. 'YEvo~,Skt. janas, Lat. genus.
*H2nghu- : anjllk 'narrow'; Skt. a11Jhit-,OCS QZ'bko,Goth. aggwlls.
*penkwe: hing 'five'; Gr. 1tEV1:£,Skt. paRea.
b) *n > zero before s; at the end of a word after vowel at an early stage
(except in monosyllables: see on tun below, 7.2.4).
*-meH,ns-: amis 'month' (from *am-mis 'month of a year'); Gr. /L£i~ <
*mens, Lat. mensis.
*trins : eris ace. (pI.) 'three'; Goth. prins.
It is assumed that -n, like -m, was lost after a vowel. This explains that
the nominative singular of the n-stems originally had no -n (as in alfik
'girl', manuk 'child', where the absence of an -n in the nominative is
otherwise hard to explain. eree' 'priest', which is an u-stem in the singular
and an n-stem in the plural, can thus be explained from a nom. sg. -0
(without -n), nom. pI. -on-es. The -n which we normally find in the nom.
sg. has been restored. The source was the accusative ending -1fl, which
became -no This is no doubt the reason why root nouns like otn 'foot'
joined the n-stems. - A word final nasal arose (in the language) from the
syllabic nasals, *-1}, *-1fl, which fell together in -no (See also on -m.)
Kortlandt 1985c.
8.2.4 Nasals: PIE *m
a) *m > m (except in auslaut, before s, and before n)
*meH2ter: mayr 'mother'; Gr. /LlXt-'lP,/Ll11:T\P,
Skt. matar-, Lat. mater.
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*HJmoighos : meg 'mist, fog'; Skt. megha-, Gr. Oll-lXA.'Jl, Lith. migla.
*lflmeigh- : mizem 'urinate'; Skt. mehati, Gr. OIl-ElXCO, Lat. meio. Or are
these Iranian loanwords?
*H}mos: im 'mine'; Gr. E!ttlC;,
b) *m > zero before s
*H2omsos : us 'shoulder'; Gr. cOIl-OC;, Skt. a11Jsa-,Goth. ams.
*memso- or *memso- : mis 'meat'; Skt. ma/1Jsam, OCS m~so, Goth. mimz.
c) *m> n word-finally, retained in monosyllables, and before *s and j
*klVeH2m : k'an 'as'
*dom : tun 'house'; Skt. dam-, Gr. oro, offill-a.
*ghiom-m (ace.) : jiwn 'snow' (through *jiunm); Gr. XWlV, Av. zyam-.
*H}me-: dat. inj 'to me'; from here the n was extended to other forms:
inen, inew (the m is preserved in the gen. im; the m may also have been
assimilated to n before s: ace. lac. of 'I, me' is < *ins < *im-s. This process
further perhaps in inc' 'something', *(y)im-klVid, though here the -n may
have arisen in word final position; this is probable as otherwise
consonant after n would have been voiced, giving *inf.

the

d) *m > zero word-finally except in monosyllables (see e. above)
Word-final -m fell together with -n, but we do not know exactly at
what stage. Later it disappeared (probably through a nasalized vowel).
The accusatives of the vowel stems *-om, *-im, *--um disappeared entirely,
and so fell together with the nominatives (after the *s, had been
removed; see 8.1).
e) *mn > wn after vowel; if an 0 preceded, this became u first; not after
(old) u and in monosyllables.
The process was probably recent as it is still productive: pastawn
'worship' comes from -mn-, as appears from the GOL. pastaman; and the
word is an Iranian loan. Also goc'i1On 'shouting, cry' from -imn, beside
GOL goc'man.
*-o-mHjnos: -un (from *-omnos > *umnos, verbal adjective).
After u, -mn- was restored (rather than preserved):
sarzumn
'movement'. In monosyllables -mn was also preserved or restored: himn
'foundation', kamn 'flail'
f) *m > 10before (PArm.) *u
*HJneHJmn: anun 'name'; onomn > anumn > *anu1On> anun; Skt. nama, Gr.
aV0ll-a, Lat. nomen.
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*H1eH}mor: awr 'day' « *amur); Gr. ~~up, i}~EpU. This form is also
explained with w-epenthesis, *amur > *awmr > awr, parallel to *anir > aYnr
> ayr 'man'. However, the rule -mu- > -u- was probably older than the loss
of final syllables.
*-omom: in -uk' 1 pl. ending of the aor. subj. Kortlandt (1981c, 30 [this
vol., 34f.]) assumes that this form became *umu > *uu > u, after which the
plural indication -k' < *-s was added.

9. PIE *s
9.1 PIE *s
*s = s before p, t~x (on sk see on clusters 12.2)
and after n, m which disappear
> h- in anlaut preserved before i
> -k' word-finally
> zero elsewhere
*s is preserved before p, t, x and after n, m; it becomes zero in anlaut
(but h- before i), between vowels, and before /, n, m; word-finally
it
became (> *-h > *-x » -k'.
a) *s = s before p, t, x and after n, m, which disappear.
*ster-io- (?): sterf 'sterile'; Gr. CJtElpu, Skt. start-, Lat. steri/is, Goth. stairo.
*stib- : stipem 'drangen'; Gr. CJtd13m 'tread, stamp on'.
*H}ster: astl 'star'; Gr. aCJti)p, Skt. star-, Lat. stella.
*ues-tu- : z-gest 'clothing'; Lat. vestis, Goth. wasti.
*sprneH}mi : sparnam 'menace'; Lat. sperno, Ole. sperna both 'push away'.
*skH}el-? : sxa/em 'stumble, err'; Skt. skhalate.
*trins ; eris acc. 'three'; Goth. prins
*meHI nsos : amis 'month' via *mensos (from *am-mis 'month of the year');
Gr. ~dC;, Skt. mas < *maas < *meH1IJs-, Lat. mensis.
*H}omsos: us 'shoulder'; Gr. m~oc;, Skt. a11Jsa-,Goth. ams.
*memsom : mis 'meat'; Skt. miin,lsam, OCS mfSo, Goth. mimz.
b) *s> h- in anlaut before i
*sen-: hin 'old'; Skt. sana-, Gr. EVOC;, Lith. senas. Note that the rule of loss
of *h < *s) operated after e > ibefore nasal.
Note that h- 'good' (h-zawr 'strong' < 'having good force') is probably a
loan from Iranian hu-.
c) *s > -k' word-finally
*-es plur. ending: -(e)k'; the vowel is preserved in c'orek'tasan 'fourteen'.
*-mes, -tes: -mk', -yk' I, 2 pl. endings.
lhis development has surprised scholars, but there are other instances
where -h, -x became -k(h), as in South Polish dialects, Serbo-Croatian and
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German dialects.
When the -k' came to be used for the nominal plural ending, the
accusative sg. was substituted for the nom. sg. In other positions too the
reflex of *-s was removed, as in the gen. sg. in *-os. The objection that the
attributive adjective has a zero ending in the nominative plural, can be
removed by assuming that the adjective took pronominal endings, as e.g.
in Germanic; this ending disappeared phonetically.
This explanation also accounts for the large number of pluralia
tantum in Armenian (Kortlandt 1985c).
d) *s> zero elsewhere, i.e. in anlaut (except before i), between vowels,
before 1, n, m (on sr, rs see 9.2 below on clusters)
*septm: ewt'n 'seven'; Skt. sapta, Gr. E1t'tU, Lat. septem.
*smH-: am 'year'; Skt. stim-a, OIr. sam; cf. *smH2er-: amar-n 'summer';
OHG sumar.
*srbh- : arbi 'I drunk'; Lat. sorbeo, Lith. surbiu.
*bhoso-: bok 'barefoot' « *bhoso-gwo-); Lith. biisas, OCS bosb, OHG bar.
*suesor: k'oyr 'sister' < *-e(h)ur; Skt. svtisar-, Lat. soror, Goth. swistar.
*snusos: nu 'daughter-in-law'; Skt. snu?a, Gr. vu6~, Lat. nurus, OHG snur.
*smiHr:mi 'one'; Gr. Jlia; d. Lat. sem-el 'one'.
*Hjesmi: em 'I am': Skt. tismi, Gr. itJli, OCS jesmb.
*io-sm-: -um pron. dat.-Ioc.; Skt. -smai, Goth. (pa)-mma.
*ues-nom: gin 'price'; Skt. vasntim, Lat. venum. The reconstruction *uesnom
is improbable; see the following
*ues-nu-: z-genum 'clothe onesel£'; Skt. vas-, Gr. £VVUJlt. As appears from
the preceding two etyma, the development sN > N preceded eN > iN, oN
> uN, so in z-genum the vowel must have been restored.
9.2 Clusters beginning with *s see 12.2.

10. STOPS
10.1 The Armenian consonant shift.
For PIE we reconstruct (with the dentals as example for the stops):
*t
*d
*dh
which
are
represented
in
Armenian as:
t'
t
d
The second column, the PIE
'voiced stops' were in fact glottalized. Their voice was not the essential
factor, but they must have been - phonetically - lenes: the glottalization
was the phonemically distinguishing feature. Now this glottalization has
been preserved in Armenian up to the present day, as in Latvian
(Kortlandt 1978a; 1998c; also 1988a).
The consonant shift consisted in the following developments:
1)
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weakening of the plain, voiceless stops; 2) de voicing of the 'voiced',
glottalized stops; 3) loss of aspiration in the aspirated stops. The relative
chronology of these changes in Armenian according to Kortlandt was as
follows:
a) loss of aspiration (of the aspirated stops); stage 1;
b) devoicing of the glottalized stops;
c) voicing of plain, voiceless stops after resonant;
d) lenition of the plain, voiceless stops: *p *t *k> *q> *B *x (stage 10);
e) 'shortening' of these fricatives to p' f k' (stage 19).
10.2 The 14tbials
10.2.1 PIE *p
a) *p > h- in anlaut before vowel (> zero before 0)
b)
> zero in anlaut before 0
in anI aut before consonant
after nasal
c)
> w elsewhere, i.e. after vowel (0 + w before consonant>
before vowel gives u)

u; i+ w

a) *p > h- in anI aut before vowel (except 0)
*pH2ter: hayr 'father'; Skt. pitar-, Gr. 1tu'tltP, Lat. pater.
*penkwe: hing 'five'; Skt. paiica, Gr. 1tEV'tE,Lat. quinque.
*puHr-: hur 'fire'; Gr. 1tUP,Hitt. pahhur, Umbr. pir, OHG fiur.
*ped-om: het 'trace, foot'; Skt. padam 'step', Gr. 1tEOOV
'bottom'.
*peruti: heru 'last year' « *heruy); Skt. parut, Gr. 1tEp'OO't.
*pontH-: hun 'road, ford'; Skt. panthii~, Gr. 1tOv'toe;'sea', Lat. pons, pont-is,
OCS PQtb. The word must have preserved its h- because the -0- had
become -u- (or it comes from the oblique cases with *pntH-).
On *pi > hi > yi see 7.2.1d
b) *p > zero
in anlaut before 0; in anlaut before consonant; after
nasal

*pod-m (ace.): otn 'foot'; Skt. pad-, Gr. 1tOO-Uace., Lat. ped-em, OHG fuoz.
*poIH-: ul 'kid'; Gr. 1tc.OAOe;;
Goth. fulan < *plh-.
*poli-: ali-k' (pI.) 'waves; white hair'; Gr. 1tohoe; 'grey', Skt. pali-tci« *peli-), OHG falo « *pol-uo-). Note that the *p- > *h- here disappeared
before 0 became a.
*pleHrtos: Ii 'full'; Skt. priitci-, Lat. (com)-pletus.
*preH2kt-o-: erast-an-k' 'buttocks'; Gr. 1tpCJ.lK'tOe;
< *proH2kto-. See 10.3.1.2.
Note the prothetic vowel.
*pter-om: fer 'side'; Gr. 1t'tEpOV'wing'.
*ptel-: feli 'elm'; Gr. 1t'tEAEU,Lat. tilia. These words may be loans from a
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language.

*preiskw-u-: eree' 'elder, priest'; Lat. prlseus 'ancient'; Gr. nptcrl3ul;, Cretan
npEtyul; (which have *gw). Note the prothetic vowel.
*n-palH-a-: am-It! 'sterile'; see on ul above. The m shows that the
compound

was formed when the p- was still there.

*n-putr-ia-: amuri 'unmarried' « *child-less); Skt. putra- 'child', d. Lat.
puer. The *p > *h was lost after the prefix.
c) *p > w after vowel
*septm: ewfn 'seven'; Skt. sapta, Gr. Enta, Lat. septem.
*H,epi: ew 'and, a~so'; Skt. api, Gr. Ent.
*suapno-: k'un 'sleep'; Skt. svapna-, Lat. samnus. Here we have u from a-w.
*H2rgipia-: areui 'eagle', from *areiwi; Skt. rjipya-.
*prep-: erewim 'seem'; Gr. npt1tC.o, aIr. rieht 'form, shape'. (One also
considers a root *kwrep-, as in PIE roots the first and the last consonant
were seldom identical.)
10.2.2 PIE *b
Note that the phoneme *b was very rare in Proto-IndoEuropean.
*stib-: stipem 'urge, compel'; Gr. crtEil3<o 'tread, stamp on', crnl3apol;
'strong'.
*bi-bHr:ampem 'drink' with a nasal infix; other reconstructions are also
proposed, but they are not relevant for the *b.

*b > P

10.2.3 PIE *bh
a) *bh > b (when not intervocalic)
b)
> w between vowels (which disappears after u)
a) *bh > b except between vowels
*bher-: berem 'carry'; Skt. bhar-, Gr. <ptp<o, Lat. lera, Goth. baira.
*bheHrni-: ban 'word'; Ole. bon; Gr. <p<ovlj < *bhaHrneH2; the word may
have had zero grade, however.
*bhreH2ter: elbayr 'brother'; Skt. bhratar-, Gr. <ppa.tl1P, Lat.friiter.
*H3(a)rbh-as: orb 'orphan'; Gr. op<pavo<;, Lat. arbus.
*srbh-: arbi 'drink' aor., pres. arbenam; Lat. sorbea, Lith. surbiit.
*-bhi instr. pI. ending: -b after consonant: gaiam-b (gain 'lamb').
b) *bh > w between vowels
*H]bhel-: y-awelum 'increase';
*-bhi instr. pI. ending: -w after vowel: -aw, -iw, -ov ;
*-bhar-: (faga)-wor 'king' « 'crown-bearer').
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with labial see 12.3.

10.3. Dentals
10.3.1 PIE *t
a) *t > zero in anJaut before consonant
b) = t after (Armenian) sibilant
c)
> dafter r, I, n, m
d) > zero word-finally after n (after the loss of final vowels)
e)
> f elsewhere, except in the following instances:
f)
> w before r, I, n, m
g)
> y between vowels (at a stage before the loss of final vowels)
but w between back vowels
a) *t > zero in anlaut before consonant
*treies: erek' 'three'; Skt. trayas, Gr. -cp£1:<;,
Lat. tres.
We have no evidence for other consonants, but *t hardly ever occurred
before other consonants.
b) *t = t after sibilant (also after a sibilant that first arose in
Armenian).
On *st- see 8.2.
*preH2kto-: erastank' 'hind' (bodypart); Gr. npcoK'to<;« *proH2ktos).
*dhugH2ter: dustr 'daughter'; Skt. duhittir-, Gr. Buycl'tTJP, Lith. duktl, Goth.

dauhtar.
c) *t > dafter r, I, n, m
*mrtos: mard 'man, human being'; Skt. mrtti-, Gr. I3po-cC><;.
*bhrti-: bard 'heap'; Skt. bhrti-, Lat. fors, fortis, Goth. ga-baurjJs 'birth'.
*H2rtu-: ard 'order'; Skt. rtu-, Gr. ap'tuco 'arrange, prepare', Lat. artus
'joint, limb'.

*Hjentero-: ander-k' 'intestines'; Gr. EV'tEpU;Ole. ior, OCS otroba.
*H2enHrteH2: (dr)-and 'door-post, -frame' (dr- from *dur- 'door'); Skt.
ata-, Lat. antae (pl.), Ole. ond 'front-room'.
d) *t > zero word-finally after n after the loss of final vowels
*dwi-dkmti: k'san 'twenty'; A v. visaiti, Gr. Dar. FtKU'tt, Lat. vigintl.
*-dkomtH2: -sun 'decade', e.g. uf-sun 'eighty'; Gr. -KOV'tU,Lat. -ginta.
In cases like dr-and (see above) the -d was restored after the oblique
cases, like gen. drandi where the -nd- was preserved internally.
*H2enti: and 'towards, in, at etc.'; proclitic for *hand; Skt. anti, Gr. av'tt,
Bitt. hanti, Lat. ante. The proclisis will be the reason for the maintenance
of the -d (the word forming a unity with the following word), and also
for the disappearance of the h-. There was no restoration in:
*pont-(e)Hr: hun 'ford'; here the -d was not restored because in its
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both eHI and HI disappeared

(e.h. gen. *pont-Hros

hun).

>

e) *t > f in other positions (not: in an1aut before consonant, before or
after resonant, between vowels)
*trs-: faramim 'wither'; Gr. tEPcrollat, Lat. torreo, OHG derren 'dry up'.
*septm: ewfn 'seven'; Skt. sapM, Gr. btta, Lat. septem.
*H2outi-: awf 'a passing the night'; Gr. UUAtl 'courtyard', 'wum 'pass the
night'. Note that after?:! the dental became f.
f) *t > w before r, I, n, m
*pH2tr-os gen. sg.: hawr 'of the father'; Gr. 1tUtpoe.;,Lat. patris.
*H2rH] tram: armor 'plough'; Gr. apotpov, OIr. arathar, Ole. aror.
*H21HI tr-: alawr-i 'female who grinds com'; Gr. aAEtpie.;.
*gnHI -tl-: cnawl 'parent'; Gr. yEvEtmp.
g) *t > Y between vowels (at a stage before the loss of final vowels)
but w between back vowels
*pH2ter: hayr 'father'; Skt. piMr-, Gr. 1tUttlP, Lat. pater. The *t > *.9 became
y at the stage *ha.9ir.
*bhH2ti-: bay 'word'; Gr. !pame.;, !patte.;.
*peruti: heru 'last year' (-y after u disappeared);
Skt. parut, Gr.
1tEpUtt / 1tEpucrt.
*klutos: lu 'famous'; Skt. sruM-, Gr. KAUtoe.;,Lat. in-dutus.
*-Hrto: -aw 3 sg. middle ending. Kortlandt (1991) assumes the same
development in canawf 'known', from *gnHrtos with a secondary suffixto-; see 10.3.3.2.
10.3.2 PIE *d
*d> t
*doH]rom : tur 'gift'; Gr. owpov, OCS darb.
*dom: tun 'house'; Skt. dam-, Gr. oW(llu), Mlloe.;, Lat. domus.
*deH2iuer: taygr 'husband's brother'; Skt. devar-, Gr. oatlP, Lith. dieveris.
*pod-m: otn 'foot'; Skt. pad-, Gr. 1tOO-,Lat. ped-.
*ped-om: het 'trace, trail?'; Skt. padam, Gr. 1tEOOV.
*kerd: sirt 'heart'; Gr. KllP, Kpuoi 11,Lat. cor, cordis, Goth. hairto.
*H](o)sd-os: ost 'branch'; Gr. osoe.;,Goth. asts.
10.3.3 PIE *dh
*dh >d
*dhur-: dur-k' 'gate'; Gr. Supa, Lith. dur-, Goth. daur.
*dhugHrter: dustr 'daughter'; Gr. Suyat11P, Lith. duktJ, Goth. dauhtar.
*dhoigh-: dez 'heap'; Gr. to1.x,oe.;,Goth. daigs.
*dhlHlros: dalar 'green; fresh'; Gr. SUAEpOC;.
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with dental: see 12.4

10.4 Palatals
10.4.1 PIE *k
a) *k> zero in anlaut before resonant
b) > w in inlaut before r
c)
> s elsewhere

(only attested before 1)

a) *k> zero (in anlaut before resonant; only attested before 1)
*klutos: lu 'famous'; Skt. srutti-, Gr. KA:O'tO<;,
Lat. in-clutus.
A problem gives srun-k' 'shin-bone'. Kortlandt 1985b follows Pedersen
in positing *kerun-. I wonder whether it is not a loan from Iranian, d. Av.
sraoni- 'buttocks' in spite of the difference in meaning; such shifts are not
impossible in the case of body-parts; d. Eng. ham.
b) *k > w in inlaut before r
*smvk:ru-: mawru-k' 'beard'; Skt. smasru-, Lith. smiikras. There is
discussion on the vowel: dial. miruk' may be the form with *e (-ew- > -iw> -i-), the a being a reduced vowel in the zero grade.
c) *k > s
*kerd: sirt 'heart'; Gr. Kfjp, Kpaoi 11, Lat. cor, cordis, Lith. sirdls.
*kiHuon: siwn 'pillar'; Gr. Kirov,Myc. kiwo /klwon/.
*dekm: tasn 'ten'; Skt. dasa, Gr. OEKa, Lith. desimt, Lat. decem.
*-komtHz: (erd-sun '(thir)-ty'; Gr. -Kov'ta, Lat. -gintii; d. Skt. -sat.
10.4.2 PIE *g
*g>c
*genH1os: cin 'birth'; Skt. janas, Gr. YEVO<;,
Lat. genus.
*gonu: cunr 'knee'; Skt. jtmu, Gr. YOV'\);Lat. genu.
*gerHz-: cer 'old'; d. Skt. jarant-, Gr. yEprov,Ossetic zrerond.
*Hzges-: acem 'carry'; Lat. gero.
*uorgom: gore 'work'; Gr. EPYOV,FEPYOV,OHG were.
*megHz-: mec 'big'; Skt. mah-, Gr. flEya<;, Goth. mikils.
*Hzrg-: arcaf 'silver'; Av. arazata-, Lat. argentum; d. Gr. apyupo<;.
10.4.3 PIE *gh
*gh > j; z between vowels)
*ghesr-: jern 'hand'; Hitt. kdsar, Gr. xEip.
*ghiom: jiwn 'snow'; Av. zyam-, Gr. XWlV;Lat. hiems.
*ghim-er-: jmer-n 'winter'; Skt. heman-, hima-, Gr. XElflcOv,XElflEPlVO<;,
Otlcr-Xlfl0<;,Hitt. gimant-, Lith. ziemii, Lat. hlbernus.
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*bhrghu-: barj-r 'high'; Skt. brh-ant-, Hitt. parkus.
*rnegh(s)ri: rnerj 'near by' (with metathesis); Gr. f!£XPt. Kortlandt 1985b,
10 [= this vol., 58] reconstructs the form with an -S-, because othelwise
the velar would have been depalatalized
before r. nus allows the
explanation that the form has arisen from *rne *ghsri 'at hand'.
*rneigh-: rniz-ern 'urinate'; Av. rnaeza-, Gr. OflEtXCO, Lat. rneio, mingo.
*dhoigho-: dez 'heap'; Gr. 'tOtX0<;, Av. pairi-daeza- 'enclosure', Goth. daigs.
10.4.4 Depalatalization
It is assumed that before r the palatals were depalatalized
(Kortlandt 1985b, ,10 [= this vol., 58]). This is seen in mawruk' 'beard' <
*srnvfcru- (see 10.4.1.) For rnerj 'near' see above.
10.4.5 Clusters beginning with a palatal; see 12.5
10.5 Labiovelars and pure velars
The labiovelars lost their labialization (stage 14; partly already at
12) and so coincided with the pure ve1ars. The existence of pure ve1ars is
a hotly debated issue, but in some cases their existence cannot be denied.
It is generally admitted that after u only pure velars occurred, but in
Armenian velars were palatalized after u (and then fell together with the
PIE palatals). - In the following we shall give examples of pure ve1ars
after those with 1abiove1ars. The velars were palatalized before e, i (see
10.5.4), but often the non-palatalized forms were restored.
10.5.1 PIE *kw and *k
a) *kw > zero in anlaut before consonant
b)
> g after resonant (r, 1, n, m; not all are attested)
c)
> k' elsewhere
d)
> s after u
On the sequence -nkw- see 13.5.
a) *kw > zero in anlaut before consonant
*kwtwr-: k'ar-(asun) 'forty'; see 9.3.4.
*kwrep-: erewim 'seem'; Gr. npE1tCO, if one prefers the reconstruction
*kw (d. 1O.2.l.c).

with

b) *kw > g after resonant (r, 1, n, m; not all are attested)
*penkwe: hing 'five'; Skt. paiica, Gr. 1tEV'tE, Aeolic 1t£fl1tE. The velar was not
palatalized

after the nasal.

*H,erkwos: erg 'song'; Skt. arka-.
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*H2rk-: argel 'obstacle'; Gr. apK£O), Lat. arceD. (The non-palatalized
was taken from a form with a following 0, d. Gr. apKo<;.)

form

c) *kw > k'
*kweH2m: k'an 'as'; Lat. quam.
*leikw-: elik' aor., lk'anem pres. 'leave'; Skt. ric-, Gr. AEt1tO),EAt1tOV,Lat.
linquo, Goth. lei/van. The non-palatalized
form was introduced
from
forms with o-vocalism.
*-kwe: -k' indefinite particle; Skt. (kas)-ca, Lat. (quis)-que, Goth. -h. The
form may not have been palatalized
*ker-: k'erem 'scratl:h'.

because it was an enclitic.

d) *k(w) > s after u
*leukos: loys 'light' (subst.); Skt. roka-, Gr. AE'I.lKO<;
'white', Lith. laukas.
As was mentioned above, it is generally assumed that after u only a
pure velar occurred; so examples with *kw are not to be expected.
10.5.2 PIE *gw and *g
*gw>k
*gwou-: kov 'cow'; Skt. gav-, Gr. ~ou<;, OIr. bo, OBG kuo.
*H,regwos: erek 'evening'; Skt. rajas, Gr. EPE~O<;,
Goth. riqis.
*gwH)ei-: keam 'live'; for the reconstruction of the root Kortlandt

1975a,
45 [this vol., 11f.].
*gwenH2 : kin 'woman' (pl. kanayk' < *gwnHr ); Skt. jani-, gna-, Gr. y'l.lV",
OCS zena, OIr. ben. The k- was introduced from forms with zero grade of
the root.
*gwerHro-: ker 'food'; Skt. girati, Gr. ~t-~Pol-crKo), both with zero grade;
Lith. gerii!. The velar goes back to a form with a-vocalism (which is
expected here) and took the vowel from the verb.

*g
On the sequence *-aug- see 13.6.
10.5.3 PIE *gwh and *gh

*gwh > g
*gwhl}-:gan-em 'strike'; perhaps the root was *gwhon-; Skt. han-, Gr. BEtyO),
q>ovo<;;Lith. genii!.
*g(w)helgh-: gelj-k' (plur.) 'glands'; OCS zleza « *zelza). The velar is not
palatalized;

was it taken from the zero grade?

10.5.4 Palatalization of (labio)velars.
Palatalization of (labio)velars has been a point of discussion,

as
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rather often the non-palatalized form has been restored. However, it is
most probable that the palatalization before e and i was regular and that
deviations must be explained by generalization of the non-palatalized
form which originated before 0 or in the zero grade before consonant.
Palatalization may have been blocked by a preceding nasal, as in hing <
*penkwe (Kortlandt 1975a).
The developments may be summarized here; I add the representation
of the PIE palatals for comparison:
(z intervocalic)
palatals
*k *g
*gh
Arm. s e j, Z
k' k g
(labio)velars
*kw *gw *gwh
(z intervocalic)
C' c j, Z
"
before If, i
Before y we find the latter development, but the y disappears; we shall
therefore discuss this development under the clusters (10.5.5). It is
known only in the case of the PIE voiceless sound. When the
development occurs in the last syllable, which disappeared, it is difficult
or impossible to decide whether i or y followed.
a) PIE *kw before e, i > C'
*kwetuores: c'ork' 'four'; Skt. eat varas, Gr. 'tEO"O"UpE<;, Lat. quattuor.
*HJkw-iH/: ac'-k' (plur.) 'eyes'; here we are not sure whether the ending
developed to -i or -je; for the latter possibility see below under Clusters.
*-kwid: z-ill-c' 'anything'. Other pronOlUls have -k' as generalizing
particle, without palatalization; the particle has been identified with
*-kwe, as in Lat. quis-que, Skt. kas-ea. The particle apparently behaved like
Lat. nee beside neque, or ae beside atque: it was shortened to *-k (with loss
of the -e, so that there was no palatalization).
*H20iu-kwid(?): oC' 'not', but the vocalism presents difficulties; Gr. aUK.
*lngwh-iH/: lanj-k' « *lang-y-, a dual form?) 'breast'; OIc.lunga 'lung'. The
comparison is attractive, but note that the Armenian form cannot go back
to the root *H/lengwh- 'light', from which the word for 'lung' is mostly
derived.
Compare also such groups as p'k'am 'hiss' - p"C'em 'blow, inflate'.
b) PIE *gw before e, i > C
*H2eug-: acem 'grow'; Lith. augu, Lat. augeo. Note that here the u, which
palatalizes, was lost very early (stage 2).
*gem-: cmlem 'press, squeeze'; OCS zl;ti.
c) PIE *gwh before e, i > j; z between vowels
*gwherm-: jerm 'warm'; Gr. BEP~H)<;; with -0- Skt. gharma-, Lat. formus.
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*gwhiHsi-: fii 'sinew'; Lith. gysia.
*Hleghis: ii 'snake'; Skt. tihi-, Gr. EXt~. (On *e > *ei > e, of which i- is the
reduced form, see 11.6)
d) *sk > s before e, i
This group is mentioned here because of its special character. Note
that *sk > c' in other cases; see 12.2f. 'The conditions of this change have
not yet been established with certainty. Cf also on the development of
the clusters *ks and *k(w)s to s in 12.5c and 12.5d.
*sked-: sert 'chip'; Gr. (cr)Kio-Vll~t, aor. (cr)KEo-acrat
'scatter, disperse'.
The connections qf this root are difficult. The meaning does not agree
well with that of the Armenian word. Lith. kederva 'splinter' agrees well,
but its root must have been *skedh- (because of Winter's law). (Kortlandt
1975a, 45 [this vol., 12].)
*skel-: sel 'oblique, aslant'; Gr. <rICOAt6~ 'curved, bent', OHG scelah.

11. LARYNGEALS
11.1 Word-initial laryngeal
11.1.1 Word-initial laryngeal before vowel, HVThe discovery that Arm. h- in some cases reflects an original
laryngeal is perhaps even more important than the recognition that the
old 'prothetic vowel' which agrees with the Greek one derives from a
laryngeal (on which see the next section, 11.1.2). It was notably Greppin
who first argued for this phenomenon.
HI disappears, but H2 and HJ before e are represented as h- (Kortlandt
1983b and 1984b). It is remarkable that, though Armenian has but a
limited number of reliable etymologies, this contribution can to my mind
be convincingly demonstrated.
After a few introductory remarks we shall discuss the evidence per
laryngeal in the following order:
HI: before e; before 0 ; before C and RC;
H2:

"

HJ:"
"
At the end some special problems will be discussed.
Preliminary remarks.
Some preliminary remarks must be made. It is sometimes stated that
Arm. h- is unreliable, because there are words which occur with and
without it. However, this concerns a very small number of words, while
the large majority either do have h- or not: it is clearly phonemic. It must
also be realized that it is precisely the 11- from laryngeal which gave the
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impression that the occurrence was inexplainable. In fact, this has been
cited as one of the most hopeless phenomena of Armenian historical
linguistics.
It has been pointed out that in Middle Armenian an h- is added to
words which did not have it earlier. However, this does not concern
Classical Armenian, which we discuss here. Moreover, the situation in
Middle Armenian is largely clarified.
Further it must be noted that initial h- disappears when something
comes before it (d. Eng. shepherd). Thus in the case of reduplication;
hototim 'smell' < *hot-hot-. Further, after the first member of a compound:
jern-at 'with (his) };land cut off', from hant- 'cut'. After z and y an h- also
disappears: zinc' 'what' from the root seen in him 'why'; y-et 'after' from
het 'trace'. It is conceivable that sometimes such a form without h- was
generalized.
When a word occurs with and without an h-, it is probable that the
form without h- arose in this way, or through influence of related forms
without h- (in the paradigm or outside of it).
Note that PIE did not know a purely vocalic anlaut: every word that
seems to begin with a vowel in fact had a preceding laryngeal.
The reflexes, then, are a follows:

H,e>e
H2e > ha
HJe > ho

H,o>o
H2o> 0
HJo > 0

The picture is much complicated by the fact that pretonic 0 often became
here as follows: a became a in
pretonic syllables, except: 1. before two consonants; 2. before 0 in the next
syllable; 3. immediately before g « *yw < *w). In this way, ho could
become ha. A second, minor complication is that 0 became u before
nasal, as in us 'shoulder' < -OI11S-. Further we have initial *oi- > ay- (which
Kortlandt dates very early). Also we find *op > *ow > u. We also have to
reckon with e > ibefore nasal, as is found in inn 'nine' < *H,n-.
It is essential that there was an opposition between HJe and HJo.
Though the reflexes of the vowels are the same in most languages, the
two were distinguished in PIE and they remained so in the early stages
of £he separate languages. This is demonstrated by the limitation of
Brugmann's Law to 'ablauting-o', as opposed to 'non-ablauting-o', Le.
HJe. This limitation was already formulated by Brugmann himself (who
could not yet state the phenomenon in laryngeal terms) and rediscovered
by Lubotsky. E.g. *HJep-os > Skt. tipas, not *apas. A distinction between
fwe and fwo is attested in living languages, as in (North American)
Shuswap.

a. The conditions may be summarized
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The reflexes were explained by Kortlandt as follows. In PIE, a word
could not begin with e-, but had a preceding
Hr. The laryngeal,
therefore, is automatic, has no phonemic value. In the case of a following
0, a laryngeal
was automatically
rounded, which is why the three
laryngeals merged. Here again the laryngeal is automatic, as a word
could not have just 0-, but ('automatically')
had a preceding rounded
laryngeal. It is therefore understandable
that the automatic laryngeals
were not reflected as h- in Armenian.
We shall now look at the evidence.

HI before e
There is no evidence that Hr ever resulted in h-. Compare:
*Hle-, the augment: e-(kn) 'he came'; Gr. £-(Pll), Skt. a-egan).
*Hle- deictic particle: e-fe 'that, when', beside fe; Gr. E-1(EtVO~,Russ.
e-tot, Skt. a-sau.
*Hlesmi: em 'I am'; Skt. asmi, Gr. iq!!.
*Hleg(-): es '1'; Gr. Eym, Lat. ego.
*Hlepi: ew 'and'; Gr. E1tl, Skt. api.
*Hlerkwos: erg 'song'; Skt. arka-.
*Hlegh-: ezr 'border/edge, shore'; Lith. ezJ 'border, frontier'.
*HlelHr(e)n-: eln 'hind, roe'; Gr. £A.a<po~,£A.AO~,Lith. elnis, OCS jelenb.
*Hlel-eu-: elewin 'cedar'; Russ. jalovec 'juniper' « *el-), d. Gr. EAatll.
Other words beginning with e- for which an etymology has been
suggested have a prothetic vowel (from a laryngeal
or the later
Armenian one), or go back to forms with s-. We conclude that Hr is
never represented by Arm. h-. (The connection of hef 'discord, strife' with
Gr. eptC; must therefore be given up. This word must have had *per-.)

HI before

0

*Hlogh-i(H)-n-: ozni 'hedgehog'; Gr. EXlvo~, Lith. eZys, OCS jeZb, OHG
igil.
*Hlors-: of 'rump'; Gr. oppo~, Ion. opcromSywv, Hitt. arras, OHG ars; the
word had Hr if aIr. err 'tail' belongs here.
Kortlandt proposes to derive utem 'eat' from *som + Hled- (1986a, 40
[this voL, 70]).

HI before C and RC
See 11.1.2 and 11.1.3.
H,before e
H2e- seems

to be

reflected

by

ha-. In the following

cases

this
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reconstruction

seems clear:

*H2en-: han 'grandmother'; Lat. anus, Hitt. hannas.
*H2euH-os: haw 'grandfather'; Lat. avus, Hitt. huhhas.
*H2eu-is: haw 'bird'; Lat. avis.
*H2eu-: hagaeim 'become addicted to'; Lat. aveo.
*H2ei-: haye'em 'beg, beseech'; Lat. aeruseiire; Lith. iesk6ti.
And probably

also:

*H2ed-: hatanem 'cut'; Hitt. hattai.
*H2erHrur, -u(e)n-: harawunk' 'field'; Gr. apoupa; aIr. arbor.
*H2enk-: has-anent 'arrive at, obtain'; Gr. (1tO/»-l1VEK"~'reaching to the
feet' (e < ii), aIr. perf. anaie 'reached'. (This root existed beside *H1nek'bring', Gr. aor. fiVE"{K-OV,
EVE"{K-EiV.)Zero grade *H2nk- may also be
possible.

*H2eus-s-i (lac.): ayg 'dawn'; the word is supposed to derive from
expressions like 'at dawn', d. Gr. "t-Kav6~ 'cock' < *'singing at dawn'.
The absence of h- is explained from the position after preposition, as in
and ayg 'at dawn'.
H?before a
The main point is to explain why many forms with H2 have a- without
h-. (Note that (h)a- may in some cases continue older *(H)o-.) There are
two possibilities: a-grade or zero grade. (We shall see below that the
same holds for HJ.)
If H2 before PIE *0 gave no reflex, we can explain:
*H20id-: aytnum 'swell', ayt 'cheek'; Gr. Otb£ro; the H2 is shown by Lat.
aentidus 'tumidus, infHi.tus' (gloss), if this is related (*aid-(s)m-).
*H20i-sk-: aye' 'visit, inspection'; OHG eiseon. Old ii-stems often have 0vocalism.
The word contains the same root as haye'em given above. It is
no surprise that there is also a form haye', with h- from the verb; it got a
slightly different meaning, 'inquiry'.
*H20nts-o-: us 'shoulder'; Gr. WflO~ « *omsos), Skt. an;zsa-, Got. ams; if
Tach. A es, B iintse point to a-vocalism, the root must have Hr; d. also
Gr. CxflE(jro'Wfl01tAUtaL(gloss, origin unknown).

H? before C and RC
In the case of zero grade we must distinguish at least two cases: HCand HR- (with R traditionally considered syllabic). The first results in the
so-called 'prothetic vowel'. Cf. ayr 'man' < *H2ner. In this way can be
explained:
*H2g-es-: aeem 'carry'; Lat. ger-o; not to be compared with Lat. ago <
*H2eg-.
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For HR- (i.e. HR-C) see 11.] .3. This sequence results in VR-C. Cf:
*H2rtk-o-: arf 'bear'; Skt. fk$a-, Hitt. hartagga-, Gr. &pK'tOC;.
*H2rg-: areal' 'silver'; Av. arazata-; Skt. rajattim; Lat. argentum.
*H2rk-: argel 'hindrance, obstacle'; d. Gr. UpKEffi.
For ard 'order' see 11.1.3 on HRC-.
A special subcategory
are the words beginning with HRH-C (see
11.4.2). These give aRaC-.
*H2rH]trom: arawr 'plough'; Gr. &po'tpov, aIr. arathar. (That this type had
zero grade is shown by Lith. irklas 'oar' < *H]rHr).
*H21HJ tr-: alawr-i 'female who grinds corn'; Gr. UAEtp- iC; id.
Note that in this; way the difference between harawunk' 'field' and arawr
'plough' is explained. (111ere is a form han)r beside aror, arawr, which may
have its h- from a related form with *H2erHr.)

*If.l before e
H]e is probably

represented by ho-. The two words with ho- that have
probably had H1e-:
*H]ed-: hot 'smell'; Gr. OSffi, Lat. odor (* HI ed-os), Lith. uodiiu « *H]edwith long vowel and acute intonation according to the Winter-Kortlandt
Law). The exclusive o-vocalism points to Hr. If the Armenian word
continues a neuter s-stem, we expect e-vocalism.
*H]eui-: hoviw 'shepherd';
Gr. OtC;, Lat. ovis, Luw. hawi- which
demonstrates
H2 or H]; the exclusive o-vocalism favours H], which is
confirmed by Skt. avi- (as this does not have a long vowel from
Brugman's Law, which does not operate on -0- from H]e according to
Lubotsky's Law).
*H]esk-: hac'i 'ash tree'; Gr. Q~Ull; Ole. askr.
We can now explain hum as follows:
*H]eHmos, *H2eH]mos: hum 'raw'; Gr. roJ.l6C;, Skt. iima-. The word did not
have lengthened grade but rather HVH-. 'I11en we need e-vocalism (to get
the h-) with #1; the initial laryngeal must be H2 or H].
Other words with hu- derive from *po- + nasal.
an etymology

HI before

0

Hr followed by 0 is very difficult to demonstrate.
*H]orbh-: orb 'orphan'; Gr. 6p<pav6c;. Lat. orbus, Goth. arbi, aIr. orb show
full grade, and the general a-vocalism suggests Hr. But zero grade
H]rbh- is also possible (as is * H20rbh- or *H]orbh-).
*H]osd-: ost 'branch'; Gr. 0s0C;, Hitt. hasdueir; Goth. asts shows full grade,
and the general a-vocalism suggests Hr (but *H]sd- is also possible).
*H]ost-u-: oskr 'bone'; Gr. Qcr'tEOV; Hitt. hastai; Skt. asthi shows full grade;
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but *H]st- is also possible.
*H]oiu-eIl2: aygi 'vine'; Gr. 00:, Ot'll 'service-tree', Lat. uva 'grape', Lith.
ieva, all from *oiuii. TIle laryngeal cannot be ascertained.
*H] oug-: oyc 'cold'; OIr. uacht (*oug-tu-) 'coldness', Lith. dusti. 'The root
may have had Hr.

H3 before C and RC
Apart from the cases with 'prothetic vowel' (see the next section), note:

*IMct-: uf « *H]pt-) 'eight'; the form has the zero grade from the ordinal
and -p- from 'seven': *opt- > *owt- > uf; Gr. OK'tW, Lat. octo, Skt. a$ta(u),
Goth. ahtau.
*H]rghi-: orjik' 'testicles'; MIr. uirgge, Alb. herdhe; Av. arazi. The general
o-vocalism (Lith. efiilas can be for older 0-) points to Hr, but both zero
grade and o-grade are possible.
Special problems
In many cases, it is impossible (as yet) to determine the colour of the
laryngeal, and often also which vocalism, so that we often cannot
demonstrate what happened.
Some cases are rather complicated:
*HjeH2mor: awr 'day'; Gr. ~~ap, i]~EpO:.For the long ii, we can have H2e +
a laryngeal, but that would give h-. We must start from -eHr with a
preceding laryngeal that does not give h-, which can only be Hr.
Arm. ateam 'hate', Lat. odium, OE atol 'terrible' will have Hr because of
its general a-vocalism, in which case it can be *H]od- or *H]d-, but we
have no definite proof. Hjo- or H20- are also possible.
A problem is provided by ayc 'goat', Gr. <ii~, as this could only have
been *H2eig-, but this form would have given Arm. h-. A further cognate
has been suspected in Av. i/lzaena- 'of leather', but this may be unrelated.
There has been much doubt about this word (and others for 'goat'), and
the word may be a common loan.
Since ogi/hogi 'breath, spirit, soul' does not have a generally accepted
etymology, we can say nothing about it. It may be related to hewam
'pant', which must have had *p-. 'The h < *p was lost before -0-, so the hmust have been introduced from related forms with h- from *p- before
other vowel (which must be -e-).
Another case is aganim 'spend the night', Gr. 'wuw. The absence of hmay be explained through influence of awl' 'place to spend the night' if
from *H20uti; d. Gr. aVA.i1 'courtyard' (which must have *H2eu-).
For (h)aganim 'put on clothes' from *H2eu-/H20u- d. Lith. aunu, aiiti 'put
on footwear'.
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11.1.2 Word initial laryngeal before consonant, HC"Armenian is perhaps best known to scholars of Indo-European
languages and Classicists as the principal Indo-European language other
than Greek to show 'prothetic vowels'" (Clackson 1994: 33).
We discuss here also 11.1.3 HR- and 11.1.4 HW- where these groups
are followed by a vowel so that the R, Ware consonantal.
Hr, Hr, Hr are vocalized to e-, a-, 0- respectively. Cf. Kortlandt 1987a.
There is no problem with Hr > a-:
*H2ner: ayr 'man' (via *anir > *aynr); Gr. UVl1P, Skt. nar- etc.
*H2ster/I-: astl 'star'; Gr. acrtl1P, Skt. sttir-, Goth. stairno.
*H2reu-: arew 'sun'; Skt. ravi-.
*H2k-: aseln 'needle'; Gr. UKpO<;; Lat. aeus 'needle'. The a- can now be
identified as a 'prothetic vowel' (as full grade would have given ha-).
For Hr > e- d.:
*H,regwos: erek 'evening'; Gr. Ep£PO<;, Skt. rajas-, Goth. riqis.
*H,n(e)un: inn 'nine'; Gr. EVVEU, Skt. nava, Lat. novem. PIE *H,neun took
over the zero grade from the ordinal *H,nun-os; d. pI. inun-k', As only
Greek and Armenian have an initial vowel, there is no basis for
reconstructing a full grade *en(un)- (note that this form would have Hr.)
*H}mos: im 'mine'; Gr. EflO<;, Av. ma-. Cf. also *H}me 'me', inew 'with me'
« *ime-bhi), Gr. EflE, Lat. me etc.
*H,l(e)udh-: eluzanem 'extract'; Gr. EA.£'I>SEpO<;, Skt. r6dhati, Goth. liudan
'grow'. If one doubts this (long established) etymology, the root structure
itself is sufficient to prove a laryngeal: eluz- < *HCVC-; the laryngeal must
be Hr, as the other laryngeals would have given a-.
With e- > 0- before 0 or u in the following syllable:
*H,reug-: oream 'vomit' « *orue-); Gr. EPEUYOflal, Lith. riaugeti, OE
roeettan. Some scholars assume a (real) Armenian prothetic vowel before
r-. They seem not to have realized that this is impossible. PIE did not
have a word-initial r-; apparent instances had an initial laryngeal. This
laryngeal or its reflex (in Armenian and Greek) was always there: there
was no period where a (real) prothetic vowel could have been added
before the r- (as there was no initial r-). We know that the vowel from an
initial laryngeal is much older than the Armenian prothesis. As is shown
by ayr < *H2ner, the vowel was there when the stress shifted to the
penultimate syllable, but eris (acc. pI.) < *trins shows that this (prothetic)
vowel was not yet there at that time (otherwise we would have had *ers).
So if there was an initial laryngeal, this had already become a vowel
before the Armenian prothesis. If one doubts that every r- in PIE was
preceded by a laryngeal, then this is in any case true in those instances
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where Greek points to a vowel from an initial laryngeal. So an Armenian
vowel before an r- where other languages have r- and Greek has a vowel
before this r- must continue an initial laryngeal. - It should further be
noticed that all possible instances of HI - have e-, or 0- < *e-. Presumed
instances with a- can (and must) be reconstructed
with H] -: anun and
atamn (see below).
For Hr > 0- note that unstressed 0- became a- in Armenian (with some
exceptions).
*H]neid-: anec-k', anicanem 'curse'; Gr. OVElOOc;,
Skt. nid-, Goth. ga-naitjan.
*H.1bhel-:awel 'broom'; Gr. OqJEAflU'broom'.
*H]bhel-: y-awelum 'add to'; Gr. GqJ£AAW'increase'. (1here is discussion
whether these two roots were in fact one, and on the relation with Gr.
oqJEiAw'owe'.)
*H]dnt-m (acc.): atamn 'tooth' (probably via *odnm > *odmn > *otamn); Gr.
Gomv, GOOUc;;Aeolic !ioovtEc; can easily have its e- from !iow 'eat'; old 0vocalism is proved by vw06c; (an archaic form beside av6owv) and
UtflWO£w 'have the teeth set on edge'; Skt. dant-, Lat. dens. Lith. uodas,
Latv. u8ds 'gnat' « *H]e/od-) have the same root 'bite', also found in Gr.
OOUVTJ
'pain' (from which vmouvoc;); a tooth does not eat, but bites.
*H]neH]mn:
anun 'name'
(via *onomn > *anumn); Gr. OVOflu
« *H]nH]mn), Lat. nomen etc. Reconstruction of Hr rests only on the
Greek name 'EVUflUKPUtiouc;, which is insufficient evidence. The forms
Gr. vmvuflvoc; < *n-H]numnos, younger avmvufloc;, prove the antiquity of
the Hr. As we now know that Hr resulted in e- in Armenian, the
correspondence
Arm. a- : Gr. 0- can be used to prove Hr. At the same
time, this correspondence
proves the presence of an initial laryngeal: it is
most improbable
that reshuffling
of anlaut variants would in both
languages
have resulted
in precisely
this correspondence.
(The
reconstruction of the remainder of the word is irrelevant here.)
A problem is formed by the words with an- from *H]n-, for one
would expect *on- > *un-: anun, anurf, anicanem. The solution is not clear
yet. Perhaps 0 > a was earlier then on > un. Another possibility is that the
o < *H] had not yet coincided with the existing 0 at the time when on
became un.
*H]ltebh-o- (7): aniw 'wheel'; the form would be a vrddhi-formation
from
'nave'; the etymology is uncertain. It cannot be shown that the vowel was
0- originally.
On H]RC- > oRC- see the next section, 11.1.3.
If the following two forms have zero grade (but H]o- cannot be
excluded), we find the 0- preserved:
*H]st-uer-: oskr 'bone'; Skt. asthi, Gr. Gcrt£ov.
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*HJsda-: ast 'branch'; Gr. o~oC;,Goth. asts.
Kortlandt thinks that uf < *apta may also have zero grade; it must have
had 0- to produce aw- > U-.
The word for 'eye', akn from the root *HJekw-, must also have zero
grade because it has no h-. Thus it is another example of a prothetic
vowel: *HJkw-: ak-n 'eye' (the a- was taken from the oblique case, d. gen.
akan). But HJakw- cannot be excluded.
It is generally assumed that before w- a laryngeal did not
develop into a vowel. 'Ihis assumption rests especially on gam 'be', which
was derived from *H2ues-. However, Kortlandt (1998b) is opposed to this
etymology on the ground that it is not clear why we would have the
(vocalism of the) perfect here. There are the following other forms:
*H/uegwh-: gog 'speak'; Lat. vavea, Skt. viighat-. The laryngeal depends on
the connection with Gr. di XO~at « * H/eugwh-), which is disputed.
*H2uelH-: gelmn 'wool, fleece'; Lat. vellus. However, the reconstruction
of this root is disputed.
Thus, the material is inconclusive, but the old view may be correct. (In
Greek Hu- > Vw- is frequent.)
The laryngeals remain distinct in this case, as is probably the
case in HRC (as we shall see in the next section) while elsewhere they
coincide in Armenian. This has a parallel in Latin, where *HNC- gives
*eNC-, *aNC-, *aNC- according to the laryngeal, whereas in all other
instances the laryngeals have fallen together.
Finally it may be mentioned that except in Greek the laryngeals
seem also to have a vocalic reflex in Phrygian and in the Anatolian
languages in this position, which can hardly be accidental. It is an areal
feature.
11.1.3 Word-initial laryngeal before resonant, HRThe sequences with a vowel following (HRV-) are discussed
above, in 11.1.2. Here we give the sequence before consonant, HR-C-.
Kortlandt 1983b, 1984b, 1985b.

*H2RCThere is no problem with H2r:C-: this gives arC-. Note that it yields no
h-.

*H2rtka-: arj'bear'; Skt. fk$a-, Gr. UpK1:0C;, Hitt. hartagga- etc.; see 12.4d.
*H2rgipia-: arcui 'eagle'; Skt. rjipya-.
*H21Jlbhi-:amb-(aIJ) 'whole'; Skt. abhi, Gr. a~<pi.,Lat. amb-, OHG umbi.
*H2rti-: ard 'just now'; Gr. upn; Lith. artz 'near', with full grade.
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*H2rtu-: ard 'order'; Skt. rt{t- 'the right time', Gr. <'xp-ruffi 'arrange', Lat.
artus 'joint, limb'.
*H2nk-: hasanem 'arrive'; Skt. asnoti, Gr. 1tOD-TJVElCilC; 'reaching to the feet'.
*H2t}ghu-: anju-k 'narrow'; Skt. m1JhU-,OCS QZbh, Goth. aggwus. The last
forms all have full grade, but the Armenian form must have zero grade,
as it would otherwise have h-; ablaut with u-stems is normal, zero grade
in u-stem adjectives is frequent.
*H2rg-: arcat' silver'; Av. arazata-, Gr. apyupoc;, Lat. argentum; there is
doubt about the etymology, because of the ending -at'.
*H2rk-: argel 'obstacle'; Gr. <'lPlCEffi 'ward off', Lat. areea 'keep off'.

*HjRC-, *H;RCWith the other two laryngeals the question is whether they both give
0- respectively. I know just one instance for which Hi!.C- has
been assumed: alkalk 'poor' compared with Lith. elgetauti 'beg' (elgeta
'poverty'), OHG ilki 'hunger'. However, the Lithuanian intonation points
to *gh, and Fraenkel gives as its correct meaning 'to behave onself, beg'
and connects the word with alga 'salary' and further with Skt. arghti'value', Gr. <'lA-cpil 'produce, gain'; he does not mention the Armenian
word. All this points in a different direction. Lith. cilkti 'be hungry'
requires HVIHk-, Russ. lcikomyj 'naschhaft' points in another direction; it
is connected with OHG ilgi, which stands beside ilki cited above. The
whole group is too unclear for any conclusions.
For H;RC- Kortlandt mentions several candidates: olb, orb, orjik', and
elungn. I will shortly discuss them.
*H]Jbh-; olb 'lamentation'; Gr. OAOcp-f>POJlat, Lith. ulbUoti. The Greek form,
from * H]lobh-, makes the existence of another full grade (with
Schwebeablaut)
improbable; so this case seems good. (Though it
indicates sounds, the word itself is not onomatopoeic.)
*H]rgh-: orjik' 'testicles'; Av. arazi-, Gr. oPXtC;, Alb. herdhe (*H]ergh-,
Kortlandt 1986a, 44 [this vo!., 73]), Lith. efiilas 'stallion'; the Greek word
can have full or zero grade, the Armenian word could have *H]orgh-.
*H]rbh-: orb 'orphan'; Gr. opcpavoc;, Lat. orbus, Goth. arbi, Hitt. harpzi
'separate'.
*H]t}gwh-: in elungn 'nail'; Gr. ovu~ < *H]nogwh-, Lith. niigas, OHG nagal.
Kortlandt (1987a, 62 [this vo!., 77]) assumes that in Armenian *onog- and
*ong- were united in *onong-, which was dissimilated to *enong-, and this
to elung- (the -n being a secondary addition, as it so often is). It is
certainly most attractive to explain -ung- in this way.
Thus, there are several probable, and one apparently certain instance
giving aRC-.
As to the apparent absence of eRC-, it is possible that Hr in this

a-, or e- and
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sequence did not influence the colour of the vowel, HI being the
colouring laryngeal. However, as we saw, no certain instance of
from H]RC- is known.
As the o-co10uring influence of H;- in this group has now
established, there is no longer reason to doubt that H;- is reflected
prothetic vowel 0-.
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11.1.4 Word-initial laryngeal before semivowel, HWThis configuration is difficult to demonstrate. Note that i-, uwere lost (reduced) before the stress. A good instance seems the
following:
*H2us-n-: un-kn 'ear'; Lat. auris (*H2eus-), Gr. 01><;
(*H20us), Av. USl, OCS
uxo. The Hr perhaps lives on in pi. ak-anj7c', whose further origin is
unclear.
There is no trace of h- from Hi/uC-, so the laryngeal was apparently
lost in this position.
11.2 Word-final laryngeal
11.2.1 Word-final laryngeal after vowel,-VH
This sequence gave a long vowel, which disappeared
Armenian, so it is difficult to demonstrate; but in monosyllables
vowel is maintained:
*meHI: mi 'that not'; Gr. ~i), Skt. rna.

in
the

11.2.2 Word-final laryngeal after consonant, -CH
One supposes that the laryngeal became -a, but as it was lost,
this is difficult to prove. It may be assumed in *-fwmt-H2: -sun 'tens', e.g.

eresun'thirty'.
*megH;-: mec 'great'; Skt. mah(iint)-, Gr. ~E'YCt(;. Does the layngeallive on
in the a-stem, mecac' ? However, we cannot ascertain what the ending of
the nominative was; maybe it was *meg-e/oHA-s).
11.2.3 Word-final laryngeal after resonant, -RH
If a vowel preceded, the development was the same as in the
preceding section. If a consonant preceded, the development is unknown
as there is no evidence.
11.2.4 Word-final laryngeal after semivowel, -WH
It has been proposed that -iH, -uH became -ya, -wa, as in Greek.
Of course, the final syllable disappeared, which makes it very difficult to
decide the matter. Three types of evidence have been presented: 1.
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plurals with the dual ending -iH,; 2. compound numerals; and 3. isolated
forms.
1) the plurals are the following:
cung-k' 'knees' < *gonl}-iHj;
ac'-k"eyes' < *H]kw-iHj;
lanf-k' 'breasts' < *lIJgwh-iHj•
akanf-k' 'ears' < *H2eus-n-iHj•
The first form would have given the same result if -iH, had become -i,
and is therefore irrelevant. The following two forms show palatalization
of a velar which could also have been caused by l. The last form,
however, requiresl-y(a) to get -f-. Only this f is found in all stems of the
plural and it is doubtful that it originated (only) in the nominative. That
is, the reconstruction given may be wrong. (The development of *us to k
is improbable.)
2) The numerals in discussion are (d. Kortlandt 1994b):
a) me-tasan 'eleven' < *mia-tasan;
b) forms in -asun: k'ar-asun '40' and ewfan-asun '70';
c) eresun 'thirty' < *eri-asun.
The forms show relevant differences. The first is supposed to contain a
laryngeal, *smiHr; the two following (b) have -asun, which contains
-dkomta; the last had both a laryngeal (triH2) and -dkomta.
a) It is not evident that this form should contain the feminine ending. I
propose it has *smi(H)-o- (with -0- > a); mi is inflected as an o-stem.
b) Note that *ewfan-sun would have given *ewfasun. Reintroduction of
-(a)n- might have given the actual form. Kortlandt argues that the
(preglottalized) d lost its dental element through dissimilation and that
the sequence -IJ-7- gave -ana-, and -[-7- > -ara- (in '40': tl}[- > k'ar-).
c) As it is improbable that *eri-sun was changed to *eriasun, the -a- here
probably arose phonetically. If we assume *triHr, it may point to a
development (in auslaut) of this form to *tria, as in Greek (tpia.). But one
might also assume that the regular development was to *tri, with the
neuter plural ending -a secondarily added. - The rise and the
distribution of the -a-, before -sun, must be explained and therefore
points to development from *-dkomt.
3) sterf 'sterile' has been explained from fern. *ster-iH2. (The variant
reading sterd is isolated.) 111isseems a good possibility. But, apart from a
suffix -jo-, generalization of the oblique stem *ster-ieHr is a possibility.
Surveying the three types of argument one concludes that it is
improbable that the development of -iH, -uH was to -ya, -wa. The forms
with *-dkomta have -asun deriving from this form.
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11.3 Laryngeal in inlaut.
11.3.1 Laryngeal in inlaut, after vowel, -VH-.
11.3.1.1 Laryngeal in inJaut, after vowel, before vowel, -VHVThe laryngeal
disappeared
after colouring
an adjacent -e-,
though it is difficult to find certain evidence.
11.3.1.2

Laryngeal

in inlaut,

after vowel,

before

consonant,

-VHCWe find the well-known
treatment eHI, eH2, eH] > *e, *a, *0
(which became i, a, u in Armenian).
*meH2ter: mayr 'mother'; Skt. matar, Gr. ~a'tTJP, Lat. mater.
*bheHz-ni-: ban 'word'; Ole. bOn, OE ben; Gr. <pwviJ < *bhoH2neH2.
*gwreHz-n-: erkan 'millstone'; OCS zrbny, Ole. kwern; differently formed
Skt. gravan-.
*neH2bh-: nawfi 'fasting'; Gr. va<pw.
*preH2k-t-: erast-an-k' 'arse'; Gr. npwlC'to<; < *proH2k-t-. The form is much
debated. In the way indicated both forms can be explained without
difficulty. For the ablaut d. nom. *nokw-t-s, gen. *nekw-t-s. (My earlier
proposal *perHk-t has the disadvantage
of a root ending in three
consonants, which is very rare.)
*peHz-tro-: hawran 'herd'; Av. pa8ra-vant- 'giving protection'; d. Lat.
pabulum 'pasture'; Gr. mou 'herd' < *poHriu.
*H,eHrmr: awr 'day', via *amor > *aur; Gr. ~~ap. For the laryngeals see
11.1.1.
*pleH,-tos: Ii 'full'; Skt. prata-, Lat. (com)pIetus.
*meHIdos: mit 'mind, intelligence'; Gr. ~fj8o<; 'plan'. But *med- is also
possible.
*bhreH,-ur: albiwr 'spring'; Gr. <ppea.p < *phrewar.
*H2IeH,-ur: aliwr 'flour'; Gr. liAEUpOV.
*doHJrom: tur 'gift'; Gr. 8ropov, OCS darb.
*HJneHrmn: anun 'name' via *onoman; Skt. nama, Lat. nomen; Gr. ovo~a
< *HJnH;-mn.
The etymology
of erkar 'long' from *dueH2ro- must be rejected
(Kortland t 1989).
11.3.1.3 Laryngeal in inlaut, after vowel, before resonant, -VHR
Before vowel the development
must be to VRV. If a consonant
follows, it depends on whether the resonant becomes vocalic (as in
Sanskrit, vata- < (*)vaata- < * H2ueH, nt-) or not (as in Goth. winds). Arm.
amis 'month' < *-mens- < *-meHns points to the latter development.
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11.3.1.4 Laryngeal in inlaut, after vowel before semivowel,
-VHWA good example is:
*deH2iuer: taygr 'brother-in-law' via *daiwlr; Gr. oa:11P, Lith. dieveris, OCS

deverlJ.
11.3.2 Laryngeal in inlaut, after consonant
11.3.2.1 Laryngeal

in inlaut,

after

consonant,

before

vowel,

-CHVSee 12.7 on stop + laryngeal. If the consonant is not a stop, the
laryngeal disappe<jlrs without trace, except for the possible colouring of a
following -e-.
*genH1os: cin 'birth'; Gr. yf.vor", Skt. jimas, Lat. genus.
*gerHr: cer 'old man'; Skt. jarant-, Gr. yf.pffiV.
11.3.2.2 Laryngeal

in inlaut, after consonant

before consonant,

-CHCThe laryngeal is vocalized to -a- in the first syllable and before a
cluster, and disappears in other cases. The material is limited.
*pH2ter: hayr 'father'; Gr. ltWt"p, Skt. pittir-, Lat. pater.
*bhH2tis: bay 'word'; Gr. <pa'tl~.
*dHr: tam 'I give'; Gr. oo-'t6~ 'given', Lat. da-tus id. Present beside aorist
etu < *-deHr.
*ptH2k-: t'ak'tim 'be hidden'; Gr. It't''Cl'O'ffi,aor. -It'tUKmv.
*dH2p-ni-: tawn 'feast'; Ole. tafn; Lat. daps '(offering) meal', Toch. tiip'eat'; d. Gr. oumivll 'costs', Lat. damnum id.
*sH2d-: at-ok' 'full, fat'; Gr. a8p6~.
*genHrt/os: cnaw! 'parent'; d. Skt. janitram 'birthplace'.
*H2erHru-: harawunk' 'field'; Gr. lipo'\lpu. See below on this form.
Here also sal 'salt', if it derives from *sH2/-.
On erastank' see 11.3.3.
With zero from laryngeal (in non-initial syllable and before single
consonant) we find:
*dhugHrter: dustr 'daughter'; Gr. B'\lYU'tllP, Skt. duhittir-.
*-o-mHlnos: -un participial adjective, 'doing ...'; Gr. -O-J!EVO~.
*ienH2ter: *[ilndir 'sister-in-law' belongs here according to Kortlandt
(1997); but I find the reorganizations to arrive at the actual form (ner)
complicated.
In first syllable, then, the laryngeal was vocalized, just as in Germanic.
In the second syllable it looks as if the laryngeal was only vocalized
before two consonants.
Harawunk' seems to be an exception; the
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sequence -ara- must come from the oblique cases, which had *H2'[Hr (see
11.3.3.2). Gelmn 'wool, fleece' is equated with Lat. vellus, but this word
had no laryngeal.
There are some words that have initial HRH-C. These words can be
treated under RHC (11.3.3.2) or here, if R is considered a consonant. I
prefer to treat them here because they again show that the second
laryngeal is vocalized before a double consonant.
*H2rHrtrom: arawr 'plough'; Gr. apo'tpov.
*H2rHrtri-: alawri 'mill'; Gr. UAE'tp-i<;'woman who grinds com'.
*H2rHm-: armukn 'elbow'; Skt. lrma- 'arm', Lat. armus, Goth. arms.
*H2nHt-: (dr)-and, 'door-post'; Skt. ata-, Lat. antae. (Note that this form
may contain *hand, with loss of h- in compounds; it would require

*H2enHt-.)

11.3.2.3 Laryngeal

in inlaut, after consonant,

before resonant,

-CHRNo evidence known. The development
follows, a consonant or a vowel.

will depend

on what

11.3.2.4 Laryngeal in inlaut, after consonant before semivowel,

-CHWNo evidence known.
11.3.3 Laryngeal in inlaut, after resonant, RH
11.3.3.1 Laryngeal in inlaut, after resonant before vowel, -RHV(C-J,lliv)
After a vowel the laryngeal behaves as a laryngeal after a consonant;
see 11.3.2.1. Special developments occur after a consonant, when the
resonant became syllabic, C-J,lliv. This category will be discussed here.
The (syllabic) resonant becomes aR as usual, the laryngeal disappears
(as usual before vowel).
*smH-(r): am 'year', amain « *smH2er-m, d. jmein 'winter' < *ghimer-m)
'summer'; Skt. sama, OHG sumar.
*smHr: amen, amen-ek'-in (pl.) 'all', amen-a- 'of all'; Skt. sama-, Gr.
U~6-SEV'from somewhere', ouo-a.~-6- 'no one', Goth. sums 'some'.
*urHr(en)-: gain 'lamb'; Gr. upi]v, Skt. UraIJ-.The -n is secondary. Note
that the zero grade of the suffix, -n-, would have given *garan (see
11.3.3.2), which is also a regular form of the paradigm.
*glHros-/-os: calr 'laugh', if the zero grade root form was generalized;
alternatively *glHrs- > *calafhl-, of which the -a- was contracted with or
lost before following vowel (Kortlandt 1996a; see 11.3.3.2); Gr. yEAro<;
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« *gelH2 -os), YEAaO"'t6~'laughable'.
*krHr: sar, -oy 'top, summit, peak'; Skt. siras-, Gr. Kapl], KEpac;, Lat.
cerebrum < *keras-ro-. The form must have alternated with the full grade,
otherwise the *k would have been depalatalized before r.
*krH-: sarn 'ice'; Lith. sarmas 'hoarfrost', Russ. sereno Same remark as the
preceding

word as to the palatal.

*pnH-: hanum 'weave'; Lith. pinti 'twist', sp¢sti 'set traps', Goth. spinnan.
*uIH-: galt 'secretly'; Lith. pra-vilti 'deceive'.
*urH-: varem 'kindle' if cognate with Lith. virti, OCS variti 'cook';
problem is the v- of Armenian (see 7.2.2c).
*glHr(ou)-: tal 'h'tsband's sister' (with t- from taygr 'husband's brother');
Gr. yaAffi~, OCS z1Jl1Jva.
Much discussed
is the connection between kahn 'acorn' and Gr.
paAavo~. The Greek word requires *gwIHren-, which would give Arm.
*kalan-, -eno- after H2 becoming -ano-. The ending -in must be secondary.
11.3.3.2 Laryngeal

in inlaut,

after resonant,

before consonant,

-RHCThis configuration is only interesting after consonant, where R
can be syllabic. The Armenian reflex is C-aRa-C (Kortlandt 1991).
*gnHrsk-y-:
canac'em 'know'
(assimilated
from
*canac'em); Gr.
yt -YVulO"Kffi.
*sIHrsk-y-: alae'em 'ask'; Gr. i:AaO"Ko~a.t< *si-slHrsk-.
*gnHrtos: canawf 'known' from *canaw with the suffix -to-. In the same
way alawt'k' 'prayer'.
*(kW) twr-Hkom t- (from -dkomt- where -d- = -'d-): k'arasun 'forty'; Gr.
'tE'tpulKov'ta, Lat. quadriiginta. (Cf. the discussion in 11.2.4.)
*dhlHrro-: dalar 'green, fresh'; Gr. BaAEp6~ 'blooming, fresh, abundant' <
*dhIHreros. This etymology
has been much discussed,
without
convincing result. To my mind it can be understood in the way indicated
here.
*gIHrs-: calr 'laugh' via *cala[hl-, of which the -a- contracted with or was
lost before a following vowel (Kortlandt 1996a). Perhaps the zero grade
root was generalized; see 10.3.3.1.
'This development is much debated. To my mind, canac'em can hardly
be doubted. A suffix -ak(w)- is most improbable, as PIE did not have such
a suffix (it would have to be -Hje)k(w)-; the only evidence is from Greek
(aAaO"O"ffi),where it derives from (non-IE) nouns). The -w- in canawf etc.
is convincingly explained by Kortlandt in the way indicated above. (In
ewt'anasun the -n- must have been taken from the cardinal ewfn.) For
dalar no explanation had been given up to now; if the one given here is
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correct, it confirms -aRa- as the regular reflex.
Other evidence is unreliable. Other presumed developments must be
explained differently: erastank', erkan and nawfi have full grade -eHr (see
11.3.1.2); cnawl goes back on *genH,tlos (see 11.3.2.2); cnawt 'jaw' cannot
be connected with Gr. yvuBoC; 'jaw', because the Greek word cannot be
reduced to a PIE form. Calr, gafn and kalin have prevocalic -RH-; see
11.3.3.1 On armukn and drand see 11.3.2.2.
So the only reflex that can be established is -aRa-. This fits in very
well with what we know of Armenian. Syllabic R becomes aR in
Armenian, and then the laryngeal is vocalized to a. - A complicated
instance seems to Qe the following:
*H2erHrur: harawunk' 'field'; Gr. apoupu, Lat. arvum, aIr. arbor. The
word must have its h- from the nominative. If it is correct that a laryngeal
in inlaut is not vocalized before a single consonant, the second a must
probably be explained from the oblique cases, which had *H2rHruen-s
(d. aIr. arbae), where the zero grade gave ara-.
On HRH-C see section 11.3.2.2.

-RHR

11.3.3.3 Laryngeal

in inlaut,

after resonant

before

resonant,

No evidence
11.3.3.4 Laryngeal

in inlaut, after resonant

before semivowel,

-RHWNo evidence
11.3.4 Laryngeal in inlaut, after semivowel, - WH11.3.4.1 Laryngeal in inlaut, after semivowel before

vowel,

-WHVNo evidence.
11.3.4.2 Laryngeal in inlaut, after semivowel before consonant,

-WHC-

Ihe sequences -iH-, -uH- resulted in *1, *u > i, u. (Attempts to
show developments like ya, wa have failed.) A special development, -uH> -uk-, is posited before final nasal by Kortlandt (1985b).
*gwhiHs-Zom:fiZ 'sinew'; Lith. gysla 'vein', Lat. filum 'thread'.
*tkiHrno-: c'in 'hawk'; Gr. lK'tLVOC;. If the form must be reconstructed as
*tkiH-ino-, as has been proposed, then it is not relevant here (but in
11.3.4.4).
*puHr-: hur 'fire'; Gr. 1tUp, Hitt. pahhur.
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*uHn-: un-ayn 'empty' if this belongs to Skt. una- 'deficient', Lat. vanus,
Goth. wans « *uH2n-), but Gr. EUVt<;presents a problem.
*d(h)ghuH-m (ace.): juk-n 'fish'; Gr. lXSu<;, Lith. ZUVIS.
*muHs-m (acc.): mukn 'mouse'; Gr. J!u<;, Skt. mUh Lat. mus. Here the
development would have occurred after the loss of *s.
srunk' 'shin-bone' may be a loan from Iranian, but see Kortlandt 1985b.
11.3.4.3 Laryngeal

in inlaut,

after semivowel

before

resonant,

-WHRNo evidence known.
11.3.4.4 Laryngeal

in inlaut, after semivowel

before semivowel,

-WHW-

Here may belong *tkiH-ino-: c'in 'hawk'; Gr. 'tKtlVO<;,Skt. syena-;
see 11.3.4.2 and 12.4d.
11.4 Two laryngeals
11.4.1 Two consecutive
No evidence.

laryngeals,

HH

11.4.2 The sequence HRH
For HRH-C see on 11.3.2.2 (RHC).
11.4.3 The sequence HWH
No evidence.

12. CLUSTERS
I discuss as clusters groups of consonants that are reflected by
one phoneme which is not identical with one of the consonants of the
original cluster; but 1 added *sp, *st and *ps (the first and the last being
disputed, the second for the sake of coherence). So I do not treat as a
cluster *pn > wn (see on *p) or *tr- > r- (see on *t). In case of doubt, I take
the group as a cluster.
12.1 Clusters beginning with r: *rs > r
*Hprsos: or 'back' (bodypart); Hitt. arras, Gr. oppo<;,(1tuAiv)-opcro<;,OHG
ars.
*trs-: t'aramim (also t'arsamim; see 1.1.3) 'wither'; Skt. tf$yati, Gr.
tEpcrOJ!at, Lat. torreo, Goth. gapaursan.
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12.2 Clusters beginning with *s.
a) *sy > y
*-asia: -ay, the gen. sg. ending of the a-stems. This is the only instance of
the cluster. Note that nowhere else is *y preserved as y.
*-esia: cer gen. of 'something', with added -r (from -ra) found in many
pronouns. (The nominative is z-i; ife as in PIE *kwid, gen. *kwesa, Gr. 'tt, 'tEO.
The personal form is ay-r < *asia.)
b) *sw > k'
This is one of the strangest sound laws of Armenian. It is explained in
Kortlandt's chronQlogy by assuming *s > *h > *x > k' (X is the regular
source of k) and monophonemicization
*hw > *hw followed by loss of
labialization.
*suapnas: k'un 'sleep' (with u from *aw < *op); Skt. svapna-, Lat. somnus;
Gr. tJ1tVOC; < *supnos
*suesor: k'oyr 'sister'; Skt. svasar-, Goth. swistar.
*suidr-a-: k'irtn 'sweat'; Skt. svid-, Gr. lOProC;; *sueid- in Latv. sviedri, OHG

sweiz.
c) *sr > r (like *rs, d. 12.1)
*sues-r-as: k'er 'sister' gen. sg.; Goth. swistrs.
*suesr-: k'eri 'maternal uncle'; d. Skt. svasrfya- 'sister's son', Lat. sabr'inus
'cousin'.

*sru-: aru 'canal'; Skt. sru-ti-. Note the prothetic vowel.
d) *sp > sp
*sper-n-: sparnam 'threaten'; Skt. sp[1Joti 'kick away', Lat. sperno 'sever,
despise', Ole. sperna 'kick away'. Ine etymology is semantically difficult.
*spel-: ara-spel 'myth, fable'; Goth. spill 'fable', OE spell.
This is the development we expect parallel to *st > st (below).
However, there are several etymologies that seem to point to p' < *sp. In
case some of them are correct, no distribution is known. Cf.:
*spelg-: p'elk 'long piece of wood'; OE spelc, Ole. spjalk 'splint', spelkja.
*sper-t-: p'erf 'a tom off piece'; Ole. spiQrr id.
Cf. also p'aycaln 'spleen'; Skt. pllhtin-, Av. sparazan-, Gr. <HtA:llv, etc. The
word cannot be reconstructed, but an initial *sp- seems probable (*pwould not solve anything for Armenian).
*spaud-: p'ayf 'zeal'; Gr. O'1tOU0Tt, Lith. spaudziu. The final consonant does
not represent *d, so the etymology has been doubted; perhaps the word
is non-Indo-European. The etymology can hardly be rejected, however.
A quite different relation is seen in Arm. sungfk 'mushroom', Gr.
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axoyyof;,'sponge'; this is no doubt a non-IE word.
On op'i see on -ps-, 12.3.
e) *st > st (also after s < *k)
*steib-: stipem 'urge, compel'; Gr. a't£il3c.o.
*ster-io-: sterf 'sterile'; Skt. start-, Gr. O''t£lpa,Lat. steri/is, Goth. stafro.
*H2ster-: asH 'star'; Skt. star-, Gr. uO''tl'jp,Lat. stella.
*ues-tu-: z-gest 'cloth(es)'; Lat. vestis, Goth. wasti.
*dhugH2ter: dustr 'daughter'; Skt. duhittir-, Gr. SU"Iu'tTJP,
Goth. dauhtar.
Note that the laryngeal disappeared, and that only then the -t- came to
stand after the s < *k. (The palatal in Armenian is due to the preceding u.)
f) *sk, *sk, *skw> c'
After *s no k could occur in PIE, only *sk (or *skw). As *kw became k, it is
probable that *skw gave the same result as *sk.
*H)esk-: hac'i 'ash tree'; OHG asc; Gr. 61;uTJwith metathesis.
*prk-sk-: harc'-anem 'ask'; Skt. p[cchati, Lat. pasco « *porc-sc-). It is
probable that in the group -ksk- the first k disappeared through
dissimilation as in Greek and Latin (and already in PIE?).
*preisku-: crec' 'elder, priest'; Lat. pr'iscus 'ancient'; Gr. xpEO'l3uc;,
Cretan
xp£l"lUC;.
*ske/H-: c'e/um 'split'; Lith. skelti.
*skid- (perhaps [*skhid-] = /*sghid-I): c'tim 'scratch', < *c'it-; Skt. chid-,
chinatti, Gr. O'Xisc.o,
Lat. scindo.
On palatalized forms see 10.5.4.
12.3 Clusters beginning with labials
*ps > s-; also -p'- has been proposed
As in the case of *sp, the development is not well documented. The best
evidence is:
*prep-s-: eres 'face'; Gr. XpEXc.o
'be conspicuous'.
*ps(e)ud-: sut 'lie'; Gr. ",£uooJ.lUt,",UOpOf;"
Slovak. sud it'. The word may
be non-Indo-European, d. Gr. ",uSof;,.
This development is, if not confirmed, at least not contradicted by
*pst- > st-:
*psteno- (-e-): stin 'woman's breast'; Av.fitiina-, Gr. O''tTJviov.
The evidence for -p'- is:
*(s)eps-: ep'em 'cook'; Gr. £",c.o.The word has no further relatives and
may be a loan from a non-Indo-European language.
*(H)ops-: op'i 'white poplar'; OE xpse, Russ. asina « *ops-), d. Turkish
apsak; Germanic forms like OHG aspa may have metathesis; it is more
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probable that the Armenian form goes back to the eastern
-ps-. The word does not look Indo-European.

forms with

12.4 Clusters beginning with a dental
a) *dhy > f
*medh-io-: mef 'middle'; Skt. madhya-, Gr. l1£cr(cr)o<;,Lat. medius. On e d.
13.2.
*seH1dh-io-: af 'right'; Skt. sadhu-.
Cf. Kortlandt 1994a. There are no certain instances of t or d + y.
b) *tw > k'
*tue/o-: k'ez 'you' dat.-acc., k'o gen.; Skt. tvam, tva-; Gr. cr£ acc. < *tue.
*twr-: k'ar- in k'afasun 'forty'; the form is the zero grade from *kwetu6r,
*kwetur-; Skt. turiya-, Gr. tpci -1tE~a 'table' « 'four-footer'), Myc. topeza
/torpeza/.
The development went through *kw (a development known from other
languages) and loss of labialization
chronology.

(well known from Armenian);

see the

c) *dw > k The development
of this cluster is much debated since
Meillet assumed that it resulted (word initially) in erk- (with prothetic
vowel). The material on which he based this is the following:
*du6: erku 'two'; Skt. dva, Gr. ouw, ouo, OCS d1Jva.
*dueHzro-: erkar 'long'; Gr. ollp6<;, d. Skt. diira-.
*du(e)i-: erke-ay (aor.) 'be afraid' < *erki-ay, pres. erknc'im, erkiwl 'fear'; Av.
dvaeSa 'threat', Gr. oEiow < *de-duoi-a.
*edu6n: erkn 'birth pangs'; Gr. bouvll.
There has always been opposition to Meillet's theory. The expected
oucome of dw is k, parallel to tw > k' (as Meillet himself believed earlier).
This development is shown by:
*meldui-: melk 'soft'; Skt. mrdu-, fem. mrdu1, Lat. moWs < *mldui-. This can
be reconciled with Meillet's theory as being the internal development
(and: after resonant). There are the following objections: 1. the phonetic
aspect; 2. objections to the etymologies, and 3. counter-evidence.
Ad 1.
Proponents
of Meillet's theory have not succeeded
in giving a
satisfactory phonetic explanation of the development,
as they mostly
admit (while that to k is unproblematic).
Ad 2. As regards erkn, the Greek
form points to Hr; the word probably belongs with oowv, for which
notably vw80<;proves Hr. The etymology must thus be given up. As to
erkar, there is an Armenian suffix -ar, and the existence of erk-ayn with
the same meaning suggests that the word erkar contains this suffix; this
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analysis refutes the etymology. (The connection with Lith. efdvas
'spacious' must probably be given up, as its accent points to a *dh; the
development of *dhw is unknown: one expects g). The word for 'two' is
problematic too, as er- can only have been added after the loss of final
vowels (otherwise *erku would have become *erk). And Kortlandt puts
the loss of final vowels (stage 16) after the rise of prothesis (14) and the
metathesis (15; for -rk- must have arisen through metathesis from kr- <
dw-). So the etymology of erku seems impossible.
Ad 3. Most important is the counter-evidence, especially regarding the
word for 'two'. Kortlandt follows Pedersen in assuming that the word
was *ku, with er- )ater added from erekc 'three'. Most convincing is kicc
'conjoined, contiguous, adjoining, together' beside erkicc-s 'twice'; the
word can be compared with OHG zwisk 'double' < *dui-sk-. The second
form was 'modernized' after the new form of the word for 'two', the first
therefore developed a more remote meaning (from '*two together').
Quite convincing is also kr-kin 'double' with kr- from *kir, which is found
in erkir 'second' (d. mekin 'single). Note also kul 'double', most probably
connected with 'two', perhaps from *duo-pl-o-.
One concludes that the phonetic development of erk- is improbable,
that there are objections to the etymologies, and that for 'two' there are
several forms pointing to k- < *dw-.
d)*TK
This is the problem of the correspondence Skt. k$ - Gr. lCt etc. The
discovery of Hitt. tekan has shown that most of these forms go back to a
dental followed by a velar. Armenian has two or three instances of this
cluster.
*d(h)ghuH-: jukn 'fish'; Gr. i-XSuC;, Lith. zuvis. In Armenian the dental
was lost and the velar developed regularly. (On -k- see 10.3.4.2.)
*H2rtko-: arf 'bear'; Skt. fk$a-, Gr. aplCtOC;, Hitt. hartagga-. For *k we expect
*c' (instead of s in the series s - c - j); with the preceding dental this may
have given c This sound must have become voiced after resonant, as
usual in Armenian, giving j. Then *H2rtk- > *arj got the suffix -io-, giving
*ardy- > arf.
*tkiH-in-: c'in 'kite'; Gr. ilCttVOC;; Skt. syemi-, Av. saena-. We have the same
development in Armenian as assumed in the preceding item. (The forms
go back to a complicated paradigm, e.g. *tkjeH-ion, *tkiH-in-os.)
C

•

12.5 Clusters beginning with velar
*kwy, *ky> c
The result is the same as before e, i, section 9.5.4.
a)

C
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*kiou-: c'og-ay 'I went'; Skt. cyavate, Gr. Ge'Ooo.
*gnHrsk-ie/o-: canac'-em 'know' from *canac'-; Gr.

yt-yvoo-mcro,

Lat. nasca.

Note that the -s- also merged with the reflex of the cluster.
*H)cw-iH,: ac'-k' 'eyes' if -iH, developed to -ya (and not to -1).
*uokw-ie/o-: goc'-em 'cry', if the verb indeed had -ie/o-.
No instances of *gwy (> c 7) or gWhy (> J 7) are known.

b)*kw>s
*kuan, *kuon-m: sun 'dog'; Skt. S(u)va, Gr. K'OooV.
*H,ekuo-: es 'donkey'; in PIE 'horse', Skt. asva-, Lat. equus. The
comes from *e before a palatal consonant; see 13.2.

e<

*ei

c) *ks > c' There is only one instance known:
*sueks: vee' 'six'; Av. xsvas, Gr. ES, FES, Welsh chwech.
Note that we have:

*ksd> *kst > *k?t > *c?t > st in: vestasan 'sixteen' from *sueks-dekm.
d) *kws, *ks > c', palatalized s (see 10.5.4).
There are no data, so the result is inferred from *ks (12.5c) and from
skew) (12.2f).
For a 'palatalized' form d. *uek(w)seros > giser. The exact conditions of
this development are not yet clear. Perhaps -k(w)sp-, which was the
original cluster, gave *-ks(p)-, d. the preceding section on vestasan. Cf.
also on 10.5.4.
12.6 Stop + laryngeal
This is of course the question of the 'tenues aspiratae'. Since the
discovery of the laryngeals, it has been proved that PIE did not know
voiceless aspirates but that the relevant material goes to a large extent
back to clusters of stop + laryngeal. The Armenian material is very
difficult. We shall discuss the clusters separately.
a) *pH > p' 7 (also after s)
*pH2el-7: p'ayl 'luster'; Skt. phalgu- 'reddish'. Not very convincing. For
the Sanskit word foreign origin has been claimed.
*(s)perHr: sp'ir-k' 'dispersion', sp'rem 'disperse', p'arat 'dispersed' «
*prHr); Skt. sphurati « *sprHre-) 'kick away with the foot', Lith. splrti. I
think it not very probable that this root had a laryngeal after the p,
because it had one at the end of the root. (I considered the possibility that
Gr. aO"1cuipoo 'flounder' represents * H2sp- and that this first laryngeal was
in some languages moved to the position after the p.)
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*peH31-?:p'ul 'fall'; Lith. puolu, pulti (from *plHr with metathesis?), OHG
fallan. It seems improbable that this root also had a laryngeal after the p.
*p(h)u-: p'uk' 'breath'; Skt. phut-kr- 'blow', Gr. q>ucru 'blowing'. The word
is clearly onomatopoetic and cannot be used as evidence for *pH-. Note
that in Greek the cluster did not give ph-.
The conclusion is that there is no convincing evidence. Still it is not
improbable that the outcome would have been p'.
b) *tH> t' (?)
*portH-?: art' 'cal£';Skt. prthuka- 'young animal', Gr. 1tOp·tt~ 1tOpt<; (Myc.
instr. pl. potipiqe /pprtiphi-qe/?). But the Sanskrit word is very late and not
found elsewhere in Indo-Iranian, and in the Greek word the -t- does not
belong to the root.
*pltH2u-: y-alt' 'large'; Skt. prthu-, Gr. 1tAU'tU<;, both 'broad'. The analysis
of the Armenian word is uncertain.
So here again there is no certain evidence. If the outcome would be t',
it would coincide with t' < *t, but after a resonant this would have
become d, so art' and alt' would show a specific reflex.

c) *kwH, kH> x (also after s)
*kH2ed-: xaeanem (-c- < -d-s-; Kortlandt 1994a, 27f. [this vol., 104f.])'bite';
Skt. khadati 'chew' (*kH2cd-?), Lith. kandu, k4sti, Polish kqsac « *kHren-d-?,
which is a strange formation; it could be simply *kond-). The etymology
is doubted.
*skHel-: sxalem 'err, stumble'; Skt. skhalate (very doubtful Gr. crq>UA.A.ro,
which would require -kw-).
*(s)keH2k(e)H-?: e'ax 'branch'; Skt. sakha, Goth. hoha 'plough'; Lith. saka,
OCS soxa. The structure of the word would be rather strange. The short
*a of Slavic cannot be explained (laryngeal between consonants does not
vocalize), or if we assume *0/0, the Armenian form cannot be explained.
The forms with nasal (Skt. sanku-, OCS sQkb, Welsh caine, Ole. har) prove
that the word is non-Indo-European. (Arm. c'- can represent *sk-; smobile is frequent in European substratum words.)
The connection of xalam 'to play' or xalalem 'reassure' with Gr.
XUAUro 'slacken, loosen' is quite doubtful and not relevant: Gr. X- cannot
represent *kH-. - That glux 'head' is cognate with Lith. galva etc. is quite
uncertain. The origin of the -x is unknown.
There is no reason to suppose a laryngeal in c'tim 'scratch' (Gr.
crXU;;ro); see 12.2f.
Again the conclusion is that the material is meagre and mostly
unreliable.
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13. OTHER DEVELOPMENTS
13.1 i-a> ea
When in inflectional forms or in word-formation
an a comes
after an i, this i is lowered to e:
tari 'year'
instr. tare-aw
ordi'son'
+ -ak, diminutive suffix: ordeak
Note that if -ea- is followed by another syllable, i.e. is pretonic, it is
reduced to -e- accordJ"ng to tfte genera( m(es (see Z.Zj:
*gini-a-tun 'wine-house' > *gineatun > ginetun
If the form in -i is monosyllabic, it remains unchanged:
ji 'horse'
gen. ji()y, ji-a-wor' (horse)rider'
13.2 *e> *ei > e before S, i, f
There are a few instances where *e became *ei, which developed
normally to e; its pretonic form is i (as usual).

*H/ekuo-: es'donkey'.
*medhio-: mef'middle'.
*uekwsero-: giser 'night'; OCS vecerb, Gr. EcmEpot;. The development *e >
*ei > e, reduced grade i, solves the vocalic part. See further 12.6d.
*H/egWhis: ii 'snake'; Gr. o<jltt;, Skt. ahi-, Av. aii-. Arm. i points to a (pure)
velar or a labiovelar which was palatalised before the i; it must therefore
be connected with Gr. o<jltt; etc.; but the word must have had *e (like Gr.
EXtt; which, however, has *gh). The *e became *ei > e, of which the
reduced grade i (d. gen. iii)was extended to the nominative.
13.3 *io > wo and iw > u; tuanfean.
The suffix *-io- (often noted *-ijo-; the glide is not phonemic) becomes
-wo- when a syllable follows. This happens e.g. in the inflection: ordi
'son', gen. ordwoy, instr. ordwov.
The sequence -iw- (from word final -iw < *-iw-, or from *-ip-) becomes
-u- when followed by a syllable, i.e. before the stress:
aniw 'wheel' gen. anuoy
tiw 'day'
gen. tuanfean This development can also be seen outside
the inflection:
*H2rgip-ios: arcui < *arciw-i 'eagle'; Skt. rjipya- 'dashing'. The form arciw is
younger.
*stip-: stuar 'solid, huge' < *stiw-ar; Lith. stiprus 'strong'.
What happened in both cases is that i was reduced to a. The
development may be envisaged as follows (non-phonemic elements in
superscript):
io > awo > 'wo > wo
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iwa > awa > uwa = ua
On this development Kortlandt 1976, 99 [this vol., 8].
As to tuanfean, the genitive of tiw 'day', the form is based on *tiw-in-f
(-in- < *-en-). Here we find beside iw> u also -i- > a. It is unique in that the
reduced vowel is written in inlaut (in anlaut this is normal, though rare:
anderk' < *inder- < *H1enter-). It is here found after a vowel, of which it is
the only instance. It has phonemic value here, and is therfore indicated.
13.4 *opC> *owC > uC
A *p before consonant develops into w. If this w is preceded by
*0, the sequence *0'[»develops into u: *suopnos: k'un 'sleep', via *k'own; Skt.
svapna-, Lat. somnus.
13.5 The sequence -nKwThis is the awcanem 'anoint' problem. It appears that the
sequence *-ongw-, *-angwh- became *-awg-, *-awgh- > -awc-, resp. -awj-. The
forms are:
*HJngw-: awcanem 'anoint'; Lat. ungua, unguen, aIr. imb 'butter'.
*H2 ngwh-i-: awj 'snake'; Lat. anguis, OHG unc; Lith. angis, ace. aiigi has
full grade.
The development has been much discussed as it is phonetically
unexpected. It has been suggested that it was a kind of w-epenthesis, the
sequence -wnK- losing its -n-. The fact that the velar becomes a palatal
after the u suggests a very early date (Kortlandt's stage 2). (Note that the
development proves the existence of labiovelars at one time in
Armenian.) - Not relevant is ankanim 'to fall', which is not cognate with
Goth. sigqan 'to sink'; ankiwn does not have a labiovelar (OBG enka).
*H2engwh- (rather *H2eugwh-): awji-k' 'collar'; it has been equated with Gr.
au xil v, Aeol. auq>1lv, &'/tq>1lV
'neck'; however, the Aeolic forms are
doubtful and unexplained: Greek does not have such a development
(and everything points to the first form being the original). The word is
probably non-Indo-European.
13.6 *-aug- > *-ag(w) > -akThis development is found in:
*H2eug-; acem 'grow' (with palatalized *k < *g); Lat. augere, Gr. au 1;civc.o.
Kortlandt (1980b, 99 [this vol., 27]) suggests that in this way may also be
explained (with *ouk- > *okw-):
*oukid « *H20iu kWid):DC' 'not' (with palatalized k); d. Gr. ou.
Again, this development is unexpected.
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13.7 y-epenthesis
In 6.3c, epenthesis from y has been mentioned, as also that from
-i-. Further, i < e could cause y-epenthesis, as is shown by:
*H2ner: ayr 'man', from *aynr; Skt. nar-, Gr. aviJp, etc.
This is the only example; ayr 'cave' cannot come from *anter; the
connection with Gr. liv'tpov must probably be rejected.
13.8 w-epenthesis
In a few cases an u seems to have caused w-epenthesis before the
preceding consonant. In fact there is no certain evidence. For instance,
giwt 'finding' dearly belongs to the root git-, and it is quite possible that
the epenthesis was caused by a following u, but it cannot be
demonstrated. Hiwt' 'matter, moisture' has been connected with Skt. pitu'nourishment', Lith. piCtus 'lunch', but the etymology is semantically
doubtful. A good instance seems awli 'strong drink' beside Ole. Ql 'beer' <

*alu-.
Some cases are doubtful. Thus awr 'day' < *HjeHftor, through *amur
has been explained as > *amur > *awmr, but others (Kortlandt) prefer
*amur > *aur with loss of the m before u. Artawsr 'tear' (beside pI. artasuk',
which is no problem when the condition is that only a lost u causes
epenthesis) is explained differently by Kortlandt (1985a). On gewl see
13.9. Awcanem, awj and awjik' were treated separately, in 13.5.

13.9 -el, -il > -ewl, -iwl
A word-final -I produces a velar glide after e and i, written -ewl,
-iwl (also when the I was followed by another consonant: piwlc 'dirty'). It
occurs in inlaut only where it can be explained as due to analogy from
word-final position. As the forms without -w- are still found, the
development was late: sil, sel, siwl 'branch, stalk'; eel, cil, ciwl 'stalk'.
The sequence -ewl became -iwl. Thus it became identical with
that which had original -iwl. Then e and i became mixed up. The
confusion became even greater when -wI was introduced into other case
forms, e.g. siwN for the old form sli (which shows that the form had
originally an -i-). Of course, not all forms are attested. Thus, we have ewl
'oil' (from Gr. EA.UWV), gen. iwlay; the nominative, of course, must also
have had the form *iwl.
13.10 c' > s before c', f
When in morphology c' came to stand before c', f, it became s:
sirec'ic' 1. sg. aor. subj. 'I will love', beside
siresc'es 2 sg. < *-c'-c'es
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siresfik' 2 pI. < *-c'-fik'
On the endings see Kortlandt 1981c.
13.11 Final -y after vowel
-y after vowel is not pronounced in -ay, -ay; d. the gen. ending of
the a-stems *-asia > -ay. (We do not £ind *-ey, as *ei had become e,
pronounced -e.) However, after i and u it disappeared so early that it is
no longer written:
*kiutis: c'u 'departure, journey, way' from *c'uy; Skt. cyuti-.
*klutas: lu 'famous', < *Iuy; Skt. srutti-, Gr. lCAWCO<;. (Kortlandt thinks that
the intermediate fqrm was rather *Iuw; d. 10.3.1g.)
13.12 Loss of stops between consonants
The verbs darnam 'return', barnam 'lift, raise', given their aorists
darjay, barji, go back to *darj-nam etc. with loss of the stop. In other cases
the stop may have been restored or have a different history: erdnum
'swear' probably derives from *erdu-num, where the u became a as usual.
13.13 Metathesis
A cluster stop + r was metathesized, at a stage when initial
voiceless stop before consonant had disappeared. In that case a remainig
r- got a prothetic vowel, erewim 'appear' < *prep-. In inlaut these stops
became -w- (*patros > hawr, gen. sg.). So only PIE *b, *bh etc. are
concerned which regularly became p, b etc. in Armenian. The metathesis
occurred not only in inlaut, but also in anlaut (probably after a shwa had
arisen before the cluster). In the latter case the (newly initial) r- got a
prothetic vowel e or a; see ch. 5. - It is unknown what happened with
groups of the type *d, *dh followed by -1-, -n- in the same position, as no
instances are known.
(Initial cases are given £irst.)
*bhr> rb
*bhreH2ter> elbayr 'brother', through *erbayr.
*bhreH, ur > albiwr 'spring', via *briwar> *briwr > *abriwr > *arbiwr.
*dhabhra- > darbin 'smith'; probably a non-IE word.
*kubhra- > surb 'pure, holy'.
*dr> rt
*drak(-) > artawsr 'tear'. pl. artasuk'; OHG trahan, Gr. DaKpU. See on the
word Kortlandt 1985a.
*syidro- > k'irtn 'sweat'; Gr. 'topc6<;, Latv. sviedri; Lat. sudar < *swaid6s.
*bhidra- > birt 'rigid, rude'; as bit(t)er 'bitter'.
*gwr> rk
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*gwreHrn- > erkan 'millstone'; Lith. girna, Skt. gravan-.
*ghsr> rj
The only instance is:

*meghsri: merj 'near'; Gr. flExPt 'up to'. See 10.5.4.
*ghr> rg
*ghrondi- : argand 'womb'; OCS grQdb 'breast'.
In this way Armenian avoided consonant clusters at the beginning of a
syllable. It had nothing to do with open syllables (surb; dar-bin; *dabrin
could have been pronounced da-brin, like pa-tros in Attic). This seems to
be connected with the fact that in Armenian all old consonant clusters
had become single phonemes: *sk > c', *ky > c' etc. Such languages do not
normally have geminates, which is also true of Armenian.
Apparent clusters as in drand 'door-post' have an a which is not
written: here dar- comes from dur- 'door'.

14. RELATIVE CHRONOLOGY
14.1 Intermediate stages
In the foregoing we have mostly presented the PIE starting-point
and the reflex at the earliest stage of Armenian known to us. However,
these developments went through several intermediate stages. If we
want to understand what really happened we have to study these
successive stages. As the developments leading to Armenian often were
not simple, the relative chronology of these stages gives us a possibility
to check new etymological proposals: the sound laws must follow the
same order every time.
A chronology of a large number of developments has been given
by Kortlandt (1980b), and we shall give a survey of them here. Before
that it will be useful to give a survey of the intermediate stages which he
proposed.
It should be noted that not all developments have been listed in
this chronology, largely because it was unclear where they had to be
inserted.

*p> *rp(10) > h- (12)
VrpV> w (13)
rpC > *fC, C- (12b); *fC> wC (13b)
*t > *~ (10) > t' (19)
V~V> Y (13)
~C > *fC, C- (12b); *fC> wC (13b)
*k> *x (10) > k' (19).
VXV> y (13)
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xC > *Ie, c- (12b); *fc> wC (13b)
*k> *5 (3) > 5 (6)
*5 > *h (5) > zero (10)
*-h > -x (11) > k' (19)
*w> *yw (11) > *y (18) > g (19)
*yw> *y before u, r (12c) > zero (13c)
*_yw> w (17a)
*-ywr> -wr (17b)
*-ywX> *_y(w) (17c) > -y (18) > -g (19)

Clusters
*sw > *hw (5) > *hw (7c) > *Xw (11) > *X (18) > k' (19)
*sr, rs > *hr, *rh (5) > f (10)
*sk> *6 (3) > *c (6) > c' (10)
*tw> *tw (2) > *kw (9) > *Xw (10) > *X (18) > k' (19)
*dw> *dw (2) > *gw (9) > *kW (devoicing of the glottalic stops before 10) > k
(18)
*kw> *cw (2) > *sw (7) > S (12c)
14.2 Relative chronology I give Kortiandt's chronology (1980b),
with the change indicated in Kortiandt 1993, 10 [this vo!., 102], n. 1 and 2
(17b> 13b), with his numbering.
o. Proto-Indo-European.
The unaspirated
voiced consonants, which
were (pre)glottalized,
were retained as such (but devoiced) in Armenian
up to historical times. The velars after u were neutralized,
giving
palatovelars (k etc.)
1. Loss of aspirated stops.
So PIE *t *'d *dh became *t *'d *d.
It is assumed that the loss of aspiration was a dialectal Indo-European
development,
which Armenian shared with Germanic and Balto-Slavic,
and further with Albanian, Iranian and Tocharian.
2. Rise of new labialized stops.
The following clusters became monophonemic,
as indicated (with the
final result added in the third line):

*kw

*tw

*dw

through
*cW *tw *dw
(became
k'
k later)
To the same stage are dated:
a) *-ug- > *-ug
(*jug-am > luc 'yoke')
*-euk- > *-euk- (*leuk- > lays 'light')
b) *aug- > *agw(*aug- > acem 'grow')
*auk- > *okw(* H2oju-kwe > *aukwe > oc' 'not')

s
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c) *angwh- > *awg- (*angwh-i- > awj 'snake')
*ongw- > *awg- (*ongw- > awcanem 'anoint')
3. Assibilation of ""1> sand *sk> c.
See further under 6.
4. (Assimilation of *swesurii > *swesurii (> skesur 'stepmother', see 19.)
5. ""s> Jfh except after consonant or before obstruent.
Intervocalic h was lost later (10), but final-h became *-x (11) > -k' (19).
6. *s(from *1[3]) > s, and *i(from *sk[3J) > *c(later > e').
7. Redistribution
of labialization.
a) *jw > j (ghwon- > *jwon- [3] > jayn)
b) *ew > *sw (*kwon- > *s'"un- > sun 'dog')
c) *hw (from *sw) /> hw (*swesor> *hwehur > k'oyr 'sister')
8. Palatalization.
All velars were palatalized before front vowels: *kw
*gw *gwh > c' c f.
9. * fW > ""kw (*tw- > *kw- > k'-ez 'thou' ace.)
""dw> ""gw (*meldw- > *melgw- > melk 'soft')
10. Lenition.
*p *t *k *k'" > *rp *8 *x *xw
This happened after the voicing of these consonants after resonant:
*mrto- > mard 'man', *penkwe > hing. The devoicing of the glottalics (*d > t
etc.) was probably anterior to the voicing after resonants because the
latter did not block the devoicing: *kerd > sirt 'heart', *yorg-om > gore
'work'.
Final nasals (after vowel) were lost very early, while syllabic nasals in
auslaut were retained.
Nasals before fricatives were lost.
(*omsos > us 'shoulder')
*h (from *s) was lost. Assimilation of *h to r (giving f).
*h> zero
*ues-nu- > z-genum 'dress'
(eN> iN was later; here the -e is analogical; see 9.1d)
after *0> u but before *eu > oy: *swesor > *hwehur > k'oyr 'sister'
*y was lost after *e > i but before the loss of phonemic quantity: *trejes
> *8rex > erek' 'three'
11. Rise of new velar fricatives.
a) *w> *yw (which later became g, 19)
b) *hw (from *sy) > xW
(*suesor> *hwehur > *xweur > k'oyr)
c) *-h> *-x (> -k' at 19) (nom. pi. *-es > -k')
12. Simplification
of consonantal articulation.
a) *rp-> h(*prk-sk-o> hare'anem 'ask')
b) *rp *8 *x > *f before consonant
(*pH2tros gen. sg. > *ha8roh > *hafrox > hawr)
" " " > zero initially before consonant
(*prep- > *rerp- > erewim 'appear')
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c) loss of labial(ization) before u, (consonantal) r
(not before 0, KortIandt p.c.)
(*neu-ro- > *nowro- > nor)
(*bhreHrur-os > *breywr-os gen. sg. > *breyr > alber 'spring', 13b)
d) *sW(from *kw) > s (*kwon- > *swun- > sun)
13. Loss of fricatives, intervocalic and anteconsonantal
a) intervocalic *8, *x > Y (which is lost between vowels)
(*pH2ter> hay[i]r)
(*kwetwores > *C'exwor- > ('ork' 'four')
This developml1nt did not take place after (nonsyllabic) resonants:
(awt' 'sleeping place', ewt'n 'seven')
*8, *x> zero before *[
(*pH2t[-bhi> *has[-bi > harb instr. sg.)
b) intervocalic *cp,and *f before consonant (from 12b) > w
(*prep- > *recp- > *reJ- > erewim 'appear')
(gen. sg. *ha8rox > *hafrox > hawr)
Newly arising ew, ow did not merge with earlier eu, ou (which became
oy); new ow> u
(*septm > ewt'n 'seven')
(*H3ekto » *ocptu> *ow8u > ut' 'eight')
(*swopnos> *Xwown- > k'un 'sleep')
yw > w before final r
(albiwr)
This development was blocked by the preceding resonant in
*deH2iwer> *tayywir > taygr 'husband's brother'.
c) The de1abialized (12b) *y> zero between vowels, and before r
(*bhreHrur-os > *breyroh > alber)
14. Loss of syllabic resonants.
*[, *1, *IJ, *1]1> ar, aI, an, am
In this way final nasals after vowel became possible again.
Prothetic e- before r and before initial clusters.
15. Metathesis
It is assumed that *bhreH2ter > *ebrayr > elbayr 'brother'
Kortlandt also takes here the type *H2elios > ayl 'other' (see his
remark on stage 16).
16. Apocope (loss of final vowels)
i or u was preserved as an epenthetic y resp. w when the preceding
vowel was a:
(*H2ner> *anir > *aynr > ayr 'man')
(artawsr 'tear' < *drak-u-)
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in *H2elios >

*ayl17. Simplification
of consonantal articulation.
a) Final *_yw> -w
(*neH2l}- > *niiyw- > naw 'ship')
b) now 13b.
c) Final *-ywX > *_yw or *-y (which became -g in 19)
(gen. *areyw-[olx > areg 'sun')
18. Loss of labialization.
This affects not only the original labiovelars, but also those that arose
secondarily: *kw < *tw [9] (k'ez) and *Xw < *hw [l1b] (k'oyr).
19. Shortening pf fricatives.

*8, *X, *y> ( k', g
(After s the g was voiceless in skesur 'mother-in-law'.)
Note that *cphad disappeared earlier. (12, 13b)
20. Rise of new x.
The laryngeals after stop *pH, *tH, *kH became affricates or aspirated
stops; the latter now became x. (*kH> *qh (10) > x (20»
(*skfl- in sxalim)
21. Influx of Iranian loanwords.
22. Reduction of pretonic vowels.
14.3 Examples.
Here are some examples where all stages are given (some have
not been dated).
*treies> *treieh (5) > *treeh (which Kortlandt now dates to stage 6, p.c.) >
*8reh (10) > *8rex (11) > *rex (12b) > *erex (14) > erek' (19).
*swopnos > *hwopnoh (5) > *hwopnoh (7c) > *hwoqmoh (10) > *Xwoqmoh (11) >
*Xwofnoh (12b) > *xwowno- (13b) > *xun- (18) > k'un (19).
*kwetwores > *kwetwores (2) > *kwetworeh (5) > *cwetworeh (8) > cwekworeh (9) >
chwexworeh (10) > *chwexworex (lIe) > *chweorex (13) > *chworx (16) > *chorx
(18) > *chork' (19) = c'ork'.
*pH2ter > *qx18ir (10) > *ha8ir (12a) > *hayir (13a) > hayr (16).
*pH2tros > *patroh (5) > *qx18roh (10) > *qx18roX (l1c) > *hafrox (12b) >
*hawrox (13b) > *hawrx (16), anal. hawr.
*swesor> *hwehor (5) > *hwehur (7) > *hweur (10) > *xweur (l1b) > *xwoyr
(16) > *xoyr (18) > k'oyr (19).
*swekurii> *sweSura (3) > *swesura (4) > *swesura (6) > *sxwesura (l1a with
unvoiced yw after s) > *sxwesur (16) > *sxesur (18) > skesur (19 with k, not k',
after s).
*H]ekto> *H]kto (with zero grade from the ordinal) » *opto (cf. Elean
Greek 01tto) > *ocpfu (10) > *ojfu (12) > *owfu (13) = *ut'u (13) > *ut' (16) >

ut'

(19).
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